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ABSTRACT
“I Don't Really Look Very Asian”:
Transracially and Transnationally Adopted Asian Youth in Rural Appalachia
Sandra L. Rodeheaver
Transracially adopted Asian children in rural Appalachia find themselves adopted into
places where there is little or no racial and ethnic diversity. In this context, it may be
difficult to transgress the model minority stereotype and systemic racism in schools and
the community. There are particular issues and concerns related to racial identity for
TRAAs that may make the task of becoming fully integrated members of the community
challenging. Building on the literature on transracial and transnational adoption, this
study aims to better understand the lives and perspectives of two transracially adopted
Asian (TRAA) girls living in rural Appalachia and how they are constructed and
positioned in their families and their education community. In order to receive a clearer
picture of these students, two research questions were posed:
°How do transracially adopted Asian (TRAA) youth see themselves within the
contexts they negotiate in rural Appalachia?
°How do teachers and administrators position TRAAs?
A case study was conducted and the data analyzed using third space theory and additional
critical and sociological theories of identity and agency such as funds of knowledge and
border pedagogies. Participants included the girls, their parents, their school
administrators, and many teachers at their schools (total n=23 participants). Data were
collected through surveys, interviews, focus groups, and observations. A traditional case
study analysis using coding and memoing was completed.
Analysis of the information revealed five major challenges for the students in schools that
served nearly all White students yet were growing in cultural and linguistic talents and
racial/ethnic diversity: (1) Assuming assimilation, (2) deflecting race talk, (3) exoticizing
particular differences, (4) minimizing bullying, and (5) positioning teachers and
administrators in schools. The challenges supported school and community homogeneity
instead of heterogeneity, which transferred to how TRAAs saw themselves in the context
of rural Appalachia in complicated ways.
The dissertation concludes by considering positive curricular and pedagogical supports
for rural and Appalachian communities. These supports are necessary to co-construct
third spaces of understanding in communities to support TRAAs and all students.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The title of this dissertation, “I Don't Really Look Very Asian”: Transracially and
Transnationally Adopted Asian Youth in Rural Appalachia, comes from a conversation
with a transracially and transnationally adopted Asian (TRAA) student, a young woman
named Geneva (a pseudonym) who was a participant in this research. Her self-perception
of “not really looking Asian” struck me because it seemed outside the norm of the
ubiquitous model minority stereotype, which I will describe. Surrounded by White faces
in Appalachia, Geneva seemed to believe that she looked very White. That Asian
children may see themselves as phenotypically “Whiter” than they really are is not
without support in the literature, although references are few. Hurly (2005) in her article,
“Seeing White: Children of Color and the Disney Fairy Tale Princess” stated that being
surrounded in Whiteness, as is the case for many girls of color in the United States,
affects them through both visual and verbal representations of themselves in books,
media and everyday life. If not countered with strong messages that support their
complex racial, cultural, and gender identities, TRAAs will have increased challenges in
being in the presence of others throughout their lives.
All students of color experience challenges being in the presence of others and
particularly they experience some degree of harassment due to their race (Lin, 2010;
Picower & Kohli, 2017; Sue, 2010). As the U.S. has become politically polarized,
“permission” to harass students of color has grown; 90 percent of educators report that
school climate has been negatively affected (Southern Poverty Law Center, 2017). To
illustrate this, a Mexican student at the school I teach in was tormented to the point of
sickness. Another child at my school called former President Obama a “monkey”. Asian
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students are not immune to racism. TRAAs’ injuries from verbal insults can be
compounded due to their adoption (Kim & Hall, 2016) and the current intensive political
context. For example, before the last U.S. presidential election, a Chinese adoptee who is
nine years old asked her mother if she would have to go back to her orphanage in China if
Trump was elected (Southern Poverty Center, 2016). All of this has happened in rural
Appalachia, my own backyard, a place known for peace and simplicity.
Although negative racial stereotypes of TRAAs and other Asian students are
pervasive, seemingly positive stereotypes can also be very detrimental to a child’s
identity development (Kwong & Lee, 1998). The term “model minority” was coined in a
1966 article by psychologist William Petersen in his article “Success Story: Japanese
American Style” for the New York Times Magazine (Pettersen, 1966). In the research, the
hard work of Japanese Americans was seen as an asset in setting the Japanese free of
discrimination. It was also used as a means of “us against them” in that it posited Black
Americans specifically as lazy and creators of their own poverty; therefore, Asians
became seen to be almost the opposite of Blacks following the logic of, “See, they
[Asians] are not successful. Why aren’t you?” Such a neoliberal (business-minded)
viewpoint is still in operation today. This viewpoint seems to have spread to Asians in
most East Asian countries such as China, South Korean and Japan. The connotation is
that Asians are good enough to be almost American. This image of the model minority is
projected into various comments that can be very isolating and deny the success of a
student on their own terms. Their abilities are viewed to be almost “magical”. Attached to
the idea of “almost good enough to be American” is the idea of forever being viewed as a
foreigner. Students who are Asian American often have to explain their presence in the
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classroom and answer the question, “Where are you from?” In this example, Asians are
depicted as American, but never truly a part of the community despite historical evidence
to the contrary. Asians also experience these racial stereotypes in schools (Kim & Yeh,
2002; Park, 2011). These stereotypes can emphasize specialized abilities such as math,
science or the arts (Tashiro & Conrad, 2009; Wong, 2012). For example in a personal
experience, a fellow teacher believed that my daughter was good at music because it was
“in her [Asian] blood.” Constructing an “exoticism” of Asian girls continues to be
common. In a recent comment from a parent, an Asian adoptee was referred to as a
“China doll.” The idea of a doll is one that is an object that is both compliant and docile.
Asian children are expected to work hard, study, and be obedient at all times. When this
illusion is placed on Asian students, the inability to achieve it can cause stress and selfdoubt (Lee, 2004). Other less savory stereotypes also invade Asian selfhood. Asian girls
are ‘exotic’ and Asian boys are ‘weak’, unless of course they do martial arts (Kubo,
2010; Lin, Kwan, Cheung, & Fiske, 2016; Zhang, 2015). When an Asian doesn’t fit these
stereotypes, which is often the case, dissonance and a sense of failure occurs.
The effects of racism through microaggression and stereotypes that this group
faces, both in and outside of school, are frequent and stark in Appalachia (Sue, 2010).
Microaggression, which means subtle yet harmful bias, is manifested through verbal and
nonverbal slights, snubs or insults. It can be intentional or unintentional, antagonistic or
insulting, and is focused on the objectification (also called “othering”) of a group of
people. The main difference between racism and microaggression is that racism is
perceived as more overt and identifiable whereas microaggression is more covert and
often framed as a compliment. An example would be, “You speak very good English,”
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or, “Where are you from?” when addressing an Asian American (Sue, 2015). Other
stereotypes about Asian Americans that can fall under the heading of a microaggression
are: “model minority,” “invisibility,” “all Asians are alike,” “second-class citizen,”
“perpetual foreigner,” and the “over-sexualization of Asian women” (Lin, 2010). Asians
in school are subjected to the stereotypes of being good at math or music, not that they
work hard to get that way (Chai & Weseley, 2017; O’Connor, Hill, & Robinson, 2009).
Other adoption stereotypes that create conflict are words such as “lucky,” “saved,”
“chosen,” “given up,” “unwanted,” “abandoned,” and “real parents” (Javier, Baden,
Biafora & Camacho-Gingerich, 2007). These words have the strength to disempower this
group of students.
Given the literature on model minority students’ experiences around race and the
potential of rural Appalachia creating a unique context through which to understand the
challenges and opportunities for TRAAs, I propose to address the emergent nature of the
literature through the following research questions that structure this paper:
° How do Transracially Adopted Asian (TRAA) youth see themselves
within the contexts they negotiate in rural Appalachia?
° How do teachers and administrators position TRAAs?
Next, I lay out the historical and contextual elements that serve as
background for my research, beginning with my own story.
Autobiographical Statement
Although I grew up in Appalachia, until now I did not acknowledge its effects on
my perspective. I started life as the daughter of a single mother in the wrong side of town,
the sister of two brothers and two sisters, the youngest child. I went into education at a
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time when there was money to send poor, disadvantaged White youth to local colleges. I
became a teacher, a profession recognized to be a bridge out of poverty. I traveled and
was able to live abroad for a year through a Rotary International Scholarship. I became
more educated and got married. Most recently, I have had children of my own. Children
have their own story, yet each one has helped to shape my story. One child is by
marriage, a stepson; one child is by birth, a preemie son; and one child, by international
adoption from Korea, is a daughter. It is the last child that has been the constant in this
doctoral journey and the motivation of this dissertation study of educational opportunities
for internationally adopted youth in rural Appalachian Maryland.
I have had many experiences with education. Perhaps the earliest was reading to
and playing with the children I babysat. I was a lifeguard and taught swimming lessons
for many years. My most recent and longest position has been as a public school teacher
for 33 years. As a mother of a transracially adopted child I have modified our home to be
welcoming to my daughter. I have gathered pictures, books, food, clothing and other
artifacts not only of her culture, but of other cultures including our family culture. I have
worked to keep cultural mentors in her life who share her birth culture. I have worked to
meld spaces of navigation for her and us as a family. I have watched as my community
has changed over the years. It has gone from being an all-White district to a district
reflecting a hint of the growing diversity of the nation. My daughter is part of this change.
Peak County (a pseudonym) is a small geographic area (647.10 square miles) that 29,460
residents call home. Within the county, .5% of the population (147 individuals) are Asian
(United States Census Bureau, 2015). Of that percentage, at least 22 are adoptees from
Asia. They constitute 15% of all Asians in the county. With the changing demographics
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of the community, I have noticed increased racism, microagressions, and bullying. I have
come to question how the middle and high school space, the space I have a front-row seat
to observe through my teaching, influences Transracially Adopted Asian (TRAA)
children.
Background Related to the Problem
The following historical information provides a background for understanding
transracial and transnational adoption historically and in its contemporary state. This is
important for placing the experiences of TRAAs that I have researched and report on in
Chapter Four. The historical and contemporary trajectories of adoption also provide a
background for understanding how adoption creates a nested context for looking at the
specific community, home, and school contexts in which the participants in this study are
situated.
Historical Roots of Stereotypes of TRAAs
Although it is not well understood, the roots of stereotypes of TRAAs run deep
through the history of the adoption enterprise and its logics of the child and meanings of
childhood. Specifically, it has been understood that immigrant children are children “at
risk”, whose families are deficient and unable to provide them with proper care in line
with American norms of socialization (Sokoloff, 1993). The following section examines
three movements tracing the history of adoption for TRAAs in the U.S. as a means of
historical support for the claims made related to the positioning of contemporary TRAAs.
Orphan trains 1854-1929. Adoption has long been a part of the fabric of
American rural culture. Perhaps the most famous exodus of adoption to rural areas were
the Adoption Trains to the American West between 1854-1929. Started by minister

6
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Charles Loring Brace, the motive was to provide homes and education to the poor,
immigrant, homeless, hungry and often abused youth that wandered the streets of New
York City in the 1850’s (Cook, 1995; O'Connor, 2017). The orphans, children of poor
immigrants, were seen as a “plague to be dealt with” and eventually removed from
overpopulated areas through the trains which carried them West to newly forming states
and territories that were largely rural (Cook 1995). This was, perhaps, a first step to
“Americanize” these children. The orphans were matched with Catholic families; the idea
was that they might flourish in open rural spaces, receive a good education, and training
in “wholesome” work (Administration for Children & Families, n. d.). In essence, the
purpose the orphan trains was to “save” children both physically and spiritually.
Eventually, children from the city would be sent to rural areas in 47 states (McCullough,
Waletzky, Marritz, Steele, Bacon, Edward Gray Films, Public Broadcasting Service, &
Gray, 2011).
Increased regulation 1930s-1950s. Due to unscrupulous practices, and
sometimes abusive treatment of adoptees, greater regulation of adoption and the
emergence of social workers occurred (Cook, 1995). Parents looking to adopt during this
period experienced more stringent criteria (Nelson, 2009). Racial, cultural and
intelligence matching were well established (Esposito & Biafora, 2007b). Adoption
became a narrower, more difficult process.
Transnational adoption, or adoption across the borders of two countries, began to
occur after World War II. Children of soldiers, some left without families, were adopted
from European countries and Japan, oftentimes via a proxy adoption (Herman, 2012). A
proxy adoption allowed a representative of the adoptive parents to initiate the adoption in

7
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the home country of the child and then transport the child to new parents in the US. This
geopolitical pattern was to continue with other conflicts with which the US was involved.
It became more prevalent with the Korean War, but also included Vietnam, the
Philippines and Cambodia to name a few (Nelson, 2009).
The rise and formal establishment of transracial adoption and specifically Asian
adoption is linked to the 1955 adoption of eight Korean children by rural farmers Harry
and Bertha Holt, who went on to found the Holt Adoption Agency (Administration for
Children & Families, n.d.; Holt International, 2016; Meese, 2002; Nelson, 2009).
Transracial adoption from Korea has been occurring since 1948, midway through the
Korean War. From 1948- 2009, “roughly half of all individuals who were adopted as
children outside the United States have come from Asia… South Korea alone accounts
for 25% of all children ever adopted from abroad” (Tuan & Shiao, 2011, p. 4). A total of
244, 539 children of Asian descent have been adopted into the United State since 1953,
with 166,832 of these children being adopted between 1999-2013 (Johnston, 2014).
Expansion 1960s-1980s. Adoption of Korean children became prevalent, as
previously mentioned, in part because of the Holts. People from across the U.S. became
enamored with their story, and asked the Holts to help them adopt too. The Holts went on
to create their own adoption agency that was less demanding about who could adopt. This
loosening of the rules made transracial and transnational adoption for U.S. parents a
viable solution for family creation (Melosh, 2002; Nelson, 2009).
During the mid-1970’s, Native American communities spoke out against the
increasingly prevalent practices of the adoption of Native American babies by non-Native
parents (Herman, 2008). In 1978, the Indian Child Welfare Act was passed, making clear

8
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that tribal courts have jurisdiction over matters pertaining to Native children (Herman,
2008). Parents who previously may have sought to adopt Native American children
turned to the prospect of adopting Asian children (Jerng, 2010).
Contemporary adoption 1990s-present. From 1999 to 2016, there were 114,825
adoptions from East and Southeast Asia of a total of 267,098 worldwide. This represents
42% of all international adoptions (Bureau of Consular Affairs, 2017). There are
currently between 120,000 and 160,000 Korean adoptees residing in the United States,
ranging in age from infancy into the fifties (Tuan, 2011) and another 78,257 more recent
Chinese adoptees from 18 months to 18 years of age (Bureau of Consular Affairs, 2017).
Originally, Asian adoption agencies were rescue missions to save Amer-Asian
and/or orphaned children of homogeneous nations from neglect, life on the streets, and
the after-effects of war in their familial countries (Esposito & Biafora, 2007a). The
Amerasian children were looked upon as defective because their parents were of different
races. More recently, transnational adoptions were criticized as channels of American
exceptionalism imbibed with the Christian ethic of saving children from dire
circumstances (Quiroz, 2008a, 2008b). They also reflect dropping birthrates among
White middle-class families in the U.S. (Schuster Institute for Investigative Journalism,
2011).
Whereas Korean adoption was originally supported by the after-effects of war,
Chinese adoptions increased with the initiation of the “One Child” family policy, which
allowed couples to have only one child per family without financial penalty. This idea
was initiated to curb the dramatic rise in population (Tuan, 2008). The preference for
male children in China is due to social and cultural factors. For example, sons carry the

9
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family name and take responsibility for their parents in old age (Dowling & Brown,
2009). Poor farmers could not afford to keep their female children due to government
penalties and insufficient welfare support (Dowling & Brown, 2009; Johnson, 2016;
Tuan, 2008). In the eyes of many rural, low income Chinese families with baby girls,
doing the right thing for the child and the family would be to make sure their female child
would be taken into an orphanage, and then to establish a male heir (Johnson, 2016;
Lihua, 2001; Meulenberg, 2004).
U.S. international adoptions have steadily decreased from 1999 (with 22,726
recorded adoptions) to 2016 (with 5,370 recorded adoptions). Adoptions from Korea
have dropped from 1,628 in 2005 to 260 in 2016. And adoptions from China have
decreased from 7,903 in 2005 to 2,231 in 2016 (Bureau of Consular Affairs, 2017).
The numbers of Korean adoptions started to fall in 1988, after the Winter
Olympics were held in Seoul and a controversial news story by NBC’s Bryant Gumble
announced that South Korea’s “number one export was its children”. This story created
public humiliation for Korea (Dolan & Frost, 2017; Lewin, 1990; Liem & O'Brien,
2000). This, in turn, led to changing regulations in birth countries to promote in-country
adoption of infants (Voigt & Brown, 2013). Many Korean and Chinese children adopted
by American parents are now older at the time of adoption and may have physical and/or
cognitive disabilities (Dolan & Frost, 2017; Javier, Baden, Biafora, & CamachoGingerich, 2007). This has implications for the present-day education of children adopted
transnationally and transracially. The number of children adopted internationally from
Asian countries is shrinking. Instead of seeing more individuals like them mirrored in
their classrooms, TRAAs are seeing fewer peers.

10
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In China, beginning in May of 2007, changes in the criteria for adoption have
limited the ability of Americans to adopt from this nation. More stringent regulations
include a younger maximum age for parents and no longer allowing single mothers to
adopt (Dowling & Brown, 2009). As international adoption from Asia and other parts of
the world grew and spread, global policies were adopted in the interest of child
protection. The Hague Convention was established in 1993 and the institutional
application of its policies commenced in 1995 (Bureau of Consular Affairs, U.S.; 2016;
Hague Conference on Private International Law, n. d). This convention established many
boundaries and requirements by the home country of prospective adoptees, their adoption
agencies, the adopting country, its adoption agencies, and adopting parents. The purpose
of this convention was to ensure that inter-country adoptions take place in the best
interests of the child and with respect for the child’s fundamental rights (Bureau of
Consular Affairs, U.S., 2016; Hague Conference on Private International Law, n. d.). As
a result, standards have been established on the pre-education of parents who are
adopting transnationally. The Hague convention ushered in a transition from assimilation
to cultural preservation that will be shown in more detail later.
The next section of the chapter explains in detail what is known about education
for TRAAs and points to the need to study in-depth the school experiences of
adolescents.
Literature on Adoption and Education
There are many factors that affect schooling for TRAAs. Very few studies focus
on this topic. Studies have explored issues of transracial adoption for African American
youth and Asian American youth in psychology, sociology and counseling (Davenport,
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2013; Goldstein, 2002; Raleigh, 2016, Schofield, 1982). TRAAs are not specifically
mentioned in these studies, despite the fact that transnationally adopted Asian Americans
from East Asia and Southeast Asia represented 42% of all transnationally adopted
children from 1999-2016 (Bureau of Consular Affairs, 2017).
There is little if any research that focuses specifically on Asian children adopted
into Appalachia and other rural areas from the educational perspective. Studies of the
education of transnationally adopted youth have focused on urban and suburban
locations, despite the fact that a great number of these types of adoptions have
historically occurred in Appalachia and other rural areas (Appalachian Regional
Commission, N.D.; Carp, 2009, Child Welfare Information Gateway, 2018; Myers,
2008). Although there is literature and research about international adoption and Asian
adoption, most of that research focuses on post-adoption developmental outcomes, for
example psychological adjustment, self-esteem, academic achievement, and behavior
problems (Vashchenko, D'Aleo, & Pinderhughes, 2012).
Witenstein and Saito (2015) have explained that studies about TRAAs are present
in the fields of Ethnic and Cultural Studies, Counseling, and Psychology, along with the
Adoption literature and Identity Studies, but not in education research (Witenstein &
Saito, 2015). This suggests that research as proposed in this study is necessary to help to
close this gap.
As an educator, I recognize that teachers have complex and challenging jobs.
Unfortunately, rarely if ever have they been educated either formally or informally about
adoption and how it might impact their students’ learning. Smith (2006) states that a
teacher’s lack of knowledge of international adoption can have unforeseen consequences
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for TRAA’s. Teachers trying to create in-depth questions and lessons connecting to
children’s lives may inadvertently create uncomfortable situations for TRAAs through
projects such as creating a family tree and mapping genes. Smith goes on to clarify that
teachers need to be constructive listeners to transnationally adopted children. One
suggestion is to provide open questions that students can answer in terms of race, culture
or ethnicity from their own perspective instead of directed questions that may be harmful.
Questioning how they as TRAAs would feel if they returned to their birth country (Smith,
2006) would be one example of this. Although articles and personal conversations with
adult adoptees have indicated that these situations do occur, educational studies are hard
to find through research. This is yet another indicator of the need for more scholarly
research about this phenomenon. Another important facet of this research is the
importance of teacher education to support their understandings of TRAAs and how best
to support them.
In the next section I will discuss the context of the research, the people,
community and the schools that form the study. The context informs the rationale for
conducting this study.
The Context of the Research
In order to fully understand the problem of international adoption of TRAAs in
rural Appalachia, and particularly the challenges of education in rural Appalachia, it is
important to consider the context of the region in some depth. Appalachia, as defined by
the Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC), is a 205,000-square-mile region that
follows the spine of the Appalachian Mountains from southern New York to northern
Mississippi. It includes all of West Virginia and parts of 12 other states: Alabama,
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Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, New York, North Carolina, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia. Forty-two percent of the region's
population is rural, compared with 20 percent of the national population. It includes 420
counties in 13 states, extends more than 1,000 miles, and is home to more than 25 million
people.
Once considered vastly poor, Appalachia has made considerable strides in
recovery, reducing the overall poverty of the area from 31% in 1960 to 17.1% in 2015.
Peak County, the county under study, is a “transitional county” (ARC). A transitional
county is one identified as being midway through the process out of poverty, of moving
from a weak economy to a stronger economy. As we shall see later on in this chapter,
however, complex economic changes significantly impact education and community life
in Appalachia and in Peak County.
According to McGrath and Brennan (2011), because Appalachian communities
have a strong sense of family and community, a high value is placed on family over
individual goals. Families in Appalachia are diverse, but often include large extended
families. Babysitting, financial help, and meals are some benefits of the communitarian
orientation of these families. Even those who move away to larger cities often continue to
maintain close connections to family and return for extended visits, reunions, or other
celebrations (Newsome, Hennon, Peterson, & Wilson, 2008). One example of the
community “feel” of the region that I see regularly has to do with how locals think and
claim spaces. Locals will say, for example, “I am from Peak County, Maryland.” Even
though there are specific towns throughout the expanse of the county, people are “from”
the whole county. Adoptees from this area also, in my experience, refer to themselves
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this way. Local families, such as the one I married into, claim family from all over the
county. We are all family, we are all from the same place. Perhaps due to the isolation of
the county itself and the isolation between residents because they are spread between the
hills and valleys this connection to the space of Peak County maintains a sense of
“wholeness” for the area residents.
The converse of this idea of oneness is the idea of “outsiders” penetrating the
county. Perhaps due to isolation and exploitation in Appalachia, a general fear of the
outside coming into the area is also a part of Appalachian culture (Anglin, 2016). Often
established in hard to reach areas, Appalachia has both benefited and been harmed by this
isolation. The benefits include self-reliance and a community of family. Everyone knows
and takes care of each other. The harm would be the lack of new ideas but to a greater
extent the manipulation of natural resources and hollowing out of people, that have left
the area more depleted and less able to be self-reliant (Carr & Kefalas, 2009, 2010; Russ,
2010).
Peak County, has been affected by both isolation and exploitation. Very few
major roads come into the county with only one major highway cutting through a quarter
of the county, making that area of the county comparatively more economically
independent. This Western part of the county also has the more modern schools, newly
built or newly renovated. Many major industries in the Eastern sections of Peak County
have closed or are slowly dying. With the economy lost, schools in the Western section
have also suffered a loss of students and income via fundraising. Areas around the
manmade lake have seen the building of “McMansions” and an abundance of seasonal
visitors as well as an influx of seasonal income. Visitors are alienated by locals who use
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the term “touron”—a cross between tourist and a moron. This exacerbates the feelings of
outsiders being harmful to this small Appalachian community.
Peak County has been a long-time vacation spot but it is also home to coal miners
and farmers, and it has provided manufacturing jobs in the eyeglasses industry. As these
workforces have either been reduced or moved out completely, the economics of the
county have also taken a downturn. Groenke and Nespor (2010) describe the neoliberal
and globalizing changes in rural areas as an economic shift from higher paying labor jobs
such as manufacturing to service industry jobs such as Walmart. This effectively lowers
the economic standards in the area and increases unemployment (Schafft & Jackson,
2010). Shifts in economic conditions have also led to an increase in drug use and the
breakdown in families (Groenke & Nespor, 2010). The draw of the recreational area and
the college continues to bring more citizens to Peak County from much broader and
diverse backgrounds and ethnicities. These patterns might be an important factor in the
county under study.
Community Challenges
Because of these influences, teachers in Appalachia are seeing changes in their
school populations and communities. The decrease in population and tax base in Peak
County has caused schools to close and communities to shift identities. As teachers retire,
staff is downsized. At one time, the school population was over 5,000. It is now closer to
3,000 (Maryland Department of Planning, 2017). International adoption alone does not
cause the racial changes in Peak County. Some families are returning after having lived
away; they are like “boomerangs” as Carr and Kefalas (2010) say. Some of these families
have become interracial prior to returning. The way of life, especially the availability of
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outdoor recreation activities, has pulled families to the area of Peak County. Finally, the
ability to be more involved in community activities and part of a quieter community is a
draw for many families (Cromartie, Von Reichert & Arthun, 2015).
In Peak County, TRAAs are situated in a predominantly White racial setting
(Table 1), which, as mentioned, is very gradually shifting over time to become just
slightly more diverse in terms of race/ethnicity. Asian adoptees represent a small but
significant population in Peak County. The Appalachian context poses challenges for
them.
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Table 1. Peak County School Demographics
Maryland
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(Maryland State Department of Education, 2014).
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Transracially Adopted Asian Students (TRAAs)
Although the challenges that TRAAs face at school are many, there are also
potential assets of rural and Appalachian schools that are supportive of TRAAs. A major
strength is their ability to make a positive impact on their students’ lives. As Schafft and
Jackson (2010) suggest, rural schools have served key roles historically as centers of
social and cultural meaning making. They have helped to maintain unique local
traditions. Schools are, furthermore, the sites of civic consciousness and activity, and
intergenerational identities and experiences. Along these lines, in a study completed in
Arkansas by the Rural School and Community Trust in 2002, researchers found that not
only are the small schools in rural areas important centers of social activity, their small
size supports students well. Pedagogy, as well as the training and education of the
teachers in the community, can become the driving force to enhance the lives of the
diverse students.
Adoptive Parents in Appalachia
Being a parent in a rural Appalachia county has challenges attached. As
mentioned, Peak County is a “transitional poor” county with a limited community of
Asian residents. As such, parents are positioned to advocate for TRAAs’ access to
cultural and ethnic resources. Parents in general are a major contributor to the formation
of children’s identities and social and emotional development. For years, parents have
been the educators about race, culture and ethnicity for their children (Baden, 2007;
Bartholet, 2006; Selman & Milbrandt, 2015). Historically, adoptive parents have had a
unique role in this process. Initially, parents were told by agencies to “assimilate” the
child into the family and that the child should forget birth culture and become
Sandy Rodeheaver
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“Americanized” (Adams, 2002). However, it is now becoming apparent that assimilation
can be harmful to TRAAs development. For example, Callahan (2011) illustrates that
when racial identity development is ignored, TRAAs feel as if they are “stumbling
through a maze blindfolded” and “initiated into White society, shut off from birth
culture.”
Parents often do not understand the harm that an assimilationist stance can hold.
More recently, adoptive parents must study children’s rights and “best practices” in
raising an international child (Hague Conference on Private International Law, n.d.), as
well as post-adoption services. In this new framework, assimilation has been replaced
with more balanced views of the importance of recognizing race, culture, ethnicity and
adoption. Parents of transnational adoptees speak of learning how to code switch or code
create in dealing with their new status as a multicultural family (Davenport, 2013). Code
switching means recognizing the idea of the “White” language used in the home and
becoming more culturally inclusive (Davenport, 2013; Fogle, 2012). This includes being
aware of the dominant culture as reflected in the social arena of digital space, media and
print materials; exploring issues of race and adoption; evaluating the local neighborhood,
community and activities based on the needs of the multiracial family; learning to
confront racism; helping the child learn more about their culture; creating genuine
relationships with persons of color; and learning about racism, prejudice and White
privilege (Callahan, 2011).
Prior to the advent of the internet, the agency within the U.S. that facilitates the
adoption would often help parents explore the culture of their adoptive child through
limited counseling, books and printed papers. As mentioned earlier, adoption agencies
Sandy Rodeheaver
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now must provide access to pre-adoption classes as well as show evidence that these have
occurred before an adoption can take place. Within these classes, culture, race and
identity, along with possible support and solutions, are topics of discussion. As waiting
parents in Appalachia, my husband and I would travel four hours one way to these
meetings, but most of our education came through the traveling social worker from our
agency. Mentorship and building a supportive community of adoptive families is very
important in the process, and receiving agencies will work with parents to help establish
connections with experienced adoptive parents. Prospective parents in Appalachia
struggle to form an adoption community because of their geographic location, but often
rely on the Internet and participate in news groups, blogs, Facebook and other online
resources, for education on international and transracial adoption. Finding adults who are
racially matched mentors for TRAAs currently living in Appalachia can be challenging
and often require travel outside of the local area. Parents are encouraged to educate
teachers about the culture of their child, although it is unknown how often these
relationships occur.
Local Education Policy
Within the state of Maryland, it is a requirement for each county/district to develop a
five-year plan for educational outcomes. This document is called the Master Plan. When
looking at Peak County Schools’ Master Plan, it is clear that the county does not have a
program that actually focuses on teacher or student diversity or interactions. The plan
itself includes: (a) field trips to Amish cultural events in the county and region, (b)
cultural events in the metropolitan areas, (c) Native American heritage, (d) traditions and
history into their curriculum, appropriate activities during Black History Month, Hispanic
Sandy Rodeheaver
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Heritage Month, and Irish History Month, and (e) multicultural opportunities to students
through dance or theatrical opportunities as they are available (Peak County Public
Schools, 2015). The plan shows exposure to different cultures, but there is little
indication in this framework that the county has a plan to teach in culturally sustaining
ways that embrace the diversity of the students themselves, including TRAAs. Much of
what is described is a “fun, foods and festivals” approach. Although being introduced to
different cultures and ethnicities is a good thing, it can also lead to the construction of
stereotypes that cause more harm to those who do not fit those stereotypes. Visiting,
watching, and viewing others from the outside looking in cultivates an atmosphere of
“other,” “abnormal,” “different,” and “less than” (Gay, 2000). This approach also creates
cultural homogenization, which means absorbing a culture into the dominant majority
(Zulfikar, 2016). Cultural homogenization is problematic because it erases the voices of
individuals who are not from the dominant culture.
Teachers
The teachers in Peak County are all White. A colleague recently told me, “I don’t
see color.” Another staff member said, “We really don’t have those [race] problems
here.” Although this might sound progressive in some ways, the colorblind ideology
expressed at my school is actually dangerous because, “This is how whiteness works: the
privilege and luxury of whiteness involves ‘the option [for White people] to confront race
or to avoid it’” (Flintoff, Dowling, & Fitzgerald, 2015, p. 561). Teachers’ abilities to
identify with and discuss race with students in a classroom is similar to what White
parents of TRAAs face when trying to speak to this same topic. From the movie
“Adopted: We Can Do Better”:
Sandy Rodeheaver
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As White people, nobody taught us how to talk about race. We're afraid.
I'm afraid … I'm going to be seen as a racist… I'm going to make
mistakes. I have very little experience ... I don't really know how to do
this. (Greene, & Parsons, 2008)
Race is not the only area in which rural and Appalachian communities experience
discomfort. Becoming more common in schools as well are LBGTQ+, and immigrant
families. Some teachers arrive in public schools from universities that required them to
take coursework, perhaps one or two classes, in multicultural education. Yet
multiculturalism in rural and Appalachian communities is an emergent field.
Furthermore, specific diversity knowledge related to TRAAs is important for teachers in
Appalachia, yet no education or professional development in that area has been available.
Adoption agencies have developed resources for educators using a culturally relevant
perspective (CHLSS, 2017; Holt International, 2016; Post Adoption Support Service at
Relationships Australia (SA), 2009). These resources do not just arrive in teachers’ hands
and often just sit on websites on the internet unused.
Summary
This study specifically looks at the lived experiences of two TRAAs in Peak
County. Within this chapter is outlined the historical geopolitical progress of adoption, its
effect on present day TRAAs, and the roles that adoptive parents have played. Also
shared is information on the teachers within Peak County and the state system that not
only influences the local school system but the spaces that TRAAs occupy. Within the
next chapter, Third Space and additional critical and socio-cultural educational theories,
the contextual lens for this study, will be explored in depth.
Sandy Rodeheaver
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Chapter 2: Conceptual Framework
This chapter explains the conceptual framework for the dissertation. Many
academic fields concerned with supporting the transracial adoption (TRA) experience
have sought to explain how transracial adoptees have created a space of belonging within
a broader culture that is not their birth culture (Hubinette, 2004, 2007, 2009; Witenstein
& Saito, 2015). The organizing concept for such studies is called third space theory.
Third Space Theory
Third space, as originally envisioned by Bhabha (1994), derived from his study of
post-colonialism. In his published work The Location of Culture, he brought forth the
idea of how cultural discourse was able to adapt and create a hybrid when two diverse
cultures communicated although this was not always possible and quite complicated
because of the role of the broader social structure. Third space theory idealizes the
awareness of hybridity. It is a socially constructed space, not a physical space. Before
addressing third space theory and its implications, I would like to take a step backwards
to conceptions of neoliberalism and its influences on society because it presents
significant challenges to this project.
Challenges of the Neoliberal Society
Third space is created within the constraints of the broader culture, which since
the 1980s has increasingly moved towards a global neoliberal market economy; this
system affects every aspect of daily life (Carter & Davila, 2017; Hübinette & Tigervall,
2009). A search of the term neoliberalism turns up a definition that it is an “economic and
social idea that favors the free market” (Smith, 2019). In essence, less regulation of the
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market will take care of us all. In social arenas, this translates to a commodifying of the
people and institutions that are within this free market. It is the wielding of power to keep
control of these commodities and affect change for those in power. This reasoning has
had a direct impact on the educational system in the U. S. and in turn the governing
districts, schools, employees and the children within the country.
Neoliberalism has penetrated our schools with ideas of what “success” looks like.
Students’ academic proficiency or success is demonstrated through state and local tests.
Those students and schools that are able to perform to the standards set by government,
not educators, are judged to be successful. Those schools that are unable to meet
expectations are put on probation and in some instances government take overs in the
form of charter schools replace the public school. Vouchers, another form of
commoditization, allows parents to remove their student and place them into a more
successful location. This process takes money from the unsuccessful school and places it
into the successful school by way of the formula of per student capital. Often these
unsuccessful schools are in economically poor areas in which resources are historically
low or nonexistent (De Lissovoy & Cedillo, 2016).
Another effect of neoliberalism is its outlook on children of color and low-income
children and families. It exposes a “blame game’ of declaring a deficiency in children
who from the onset do not have access to the same quality of materials, buildings and
teachers (Gorski, 2013). Generally, these schools may be dilapidated, have few newer
books, and are understaffed. People of color are looked at through a deficiency lens and
seen as less capable than others.
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Because local administrators are charged with being the managers of these
districts and schools they are influenced by a government-controlled bureaucracy of
commerce and success. They need to control issues and have success commodified in
order for it to be reflected in the data-driven atmosphere that neoliberalism runs on. This
again leads to the focus on punishments, which disproportionately position these students
as in need of punishment (De Lissovoy & Cedillo, 2016). Teachers, as a result of these
and other influences of neoliberalism, will consciously or subconsciously react in similar
ways as their principals towards their students by also adopting a deficiency view of
students and accept the commodification of their role in education. Students, as a result of
these practices, will often fall into one of two roles. They will become either the “prize
commodity” or the “undervalued product” viewed as defective.
Recognizing the challenges of neoliberalism to contemporary education, the main
framework of the dissertation builds from Bhaba’s (1994) notions of third space as
described above to provide a practical framework for understanding the TRAA child.
Figure 1 below shows how the chapter is organized toward its goal of explaining how
TRAAs are situated in my work and the role of education in their development.

Third Space

Child

Parent

Education

Figure 1. Organization of the chapter.
The content of Figure 1 is actually more fluid than it appears. It is difficult to
represent these complex ideas in a diagram. Indeed, there are intersections among the
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four parts of the chapter that I must present sequentially, due to the two-dimensional
space I have to work with.
Adding to my definition of third space thus presented, it is important to recognize
that it also can be thought of as potential resistance and possibility for the child’s
transformation within the constraints of neoliberal schools and society. It has been used
in popular studies of TRAAs (Hübinette, 2004; 2007; Hubinette & Tigervall, 2009).
According to this literature, in considering the transracial adoptee, the first space would
be the native cultural home. The second space would be the imposed structures of the
preeminent culture of the land. In the U. S., this preeminent culture exists through the
postcolonial structures of school, politics, church, and businesses that are often White.
The third space is the place where cultures meet and construct shared meaning, a hybrid
of the two or more diverse discourses (Bhabha, 2012; Rutherford, 1990; Wilhelm, 2010;
Witenstein, 2015).
Third Space and the Child
For TRAAs, third space is the place where they negotiate who they are culturally,
racially, ethnically, and personally within a context. It is their identity. Third space is also
where they live every day (Hübinette, 2004; 2007; Hubinette & Tigervall, 2009).
TRAAs’ native first space is not truly their first space (Agustin, 2017; Hoffman & Peña,
2013; Layborn, 2017; Wind, Brooks, & Barth, 2007). They have been removed from their
native first space and are thrust into negotiating it as well as the new first space of their
adoptive home. Upon arrival in this space they are becoming acclimated to new sounds,
sights, tastes and feelings all in one traumatic beginning (Frank, Hochman, & Child
Welfare Information Gateway U.S., 1990). These children often have gone through
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further trauma prior to adoption of being in more than one home. Some children have
physical disabilities and others have emotional disabilities (de Haymes, & Simon, 2003;
Dole, 2005; Wind, Brooks, & Barth, 2007). All TRAA children have acclimation issues
whether seen or unseen (Agustin, 2017; de Haymes & Simon 2003; Dole, 2005; Iyall,
Smith & Leavy, 2008; Langrehr, Yoon, Hacker, & Caudill, 2015). Figure 2 below shows
many of the complex ecologies discussed throughout this dissertation that TRAAs may
be situated within. These add challenge yet also possibilities when considering how third
space might be socially constructed.

Figure 2. TRAA children’s potential ecologies.
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Third Space and the Family
When a family adopts transracially, they automatically become a part of generated
third space. This can be visualized in Figure 3 below.
Adoptive
Family Cultural
Identity

Birth Family
Cultural
Identity

TRA new
Family
Cultural
Identity

Figure 3. Family as a third space.
Adoptive families are comprised of their own homeland culture, their first space.
The child comes with a birth culture, whether the child knows it intrinsically or not, the
child’s first space. The child usually “looks” like this culture. Adoptive families are
normally directed to mix this culture with their own by the placing adoption agency
creating a third space where discourse can be found (Callahan, 2011; Ferrari, et al.,
2015). Generally, even in the most culturally aware families who have adopted
transnationally, TRAAs are still not physically living with a family that is culturally,
ethnically, or racially like their birth family. Families that adopt transracially that are not
prepared for this new role as cultural liaison for their child could have detrimental effects
on their child’s identity, ethnically, racially and socially (Breuning, 2013; Ferrari, et al.,
2015; Javier, et al., 2007). These effects include but are not limited to the emotional,
physical, and psychological effects. These effects can manifest through a variety of ways
including attachment disorders which can include depression, trust issues, suicide, social
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rejection, inability to assert themselves particularly in racially charged situations (both
overt and covert), abandonment issues, and poor self-esteem (Callahan, 2011; Langrehr et
al., 2015; Laybourn, 2017; Wood, 2009). Many of these can be carried over into
adulthood and result in the inability to create stable, lasting relationships (Javier, et al.,
2007; Schwartz, Luyckx, & Vignoles, 2011; Kiang, Tseng, & Yip, 2016). TRAAs are
often the defendants of a culture they have had little interaction with, depending on the
family dynamic (Breuning, 2013; Javier, et al., 2007).
Just as every person can be different in their perspective on TRAA, every family
can also have differing viewpoints (Leslie, Smith, Hrapczynski, & Riley, 2013; Reinoso,
Juffer, & Tieman, 2013). Some families leave ethnic/cultural identity totally up to the
child (Leslie, et al., 2013). If the child wants to investigate their birth culture then the
family will be open to it. Other families initiate discovery for their child, embracing all
aspects of their child’s birth culture. Some families fall in the middle of this spectrum of
approaches to ethnic and cultural identity (Javier et al., 2007; Schwartz et al., 2011).
Moving through the years, TRAAs understand that they do not look like their
parents, and that they do not originate in the now adopted first space (Baden, Treweeke,
& Ahluwalia, 2012; Hübinette, 2007). Their adopted first space is actually an
acculturated first space (Baden, Treweeke, & Ahluwalia, 2012; Ferrari, L., Ranieri,
Barni, & Rosnati, 2015; Wickes & Slate, 1997). As children’s interactions with the
outside world increase through their imposed spaces of their parents and the communal
spaces of their peers mix, a new hybrid cultural identity will be created (Dredger, Woods,
Beach, & Sagstetter, 2013; Pichardo, 2012).
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Until recently, TRAA adoptees who lived with their families in isolated areas did
not have access to the same resources as those that lived in more populated areas. Now
with the growth of technology and specifically social media, TRAAs can explore culture,
race, and ethnicity in a variety of ways. Many TRAAs find and join groups that reflect
themselves (Hübinette, 2004; 2007; Witenstein & Saito, 2015).
Third Space and the School
Numerous articles, on creating a third space for students, in various academic
subjects, have been written (Moje, Ciechanowski, Kramer, Ellis, Carrillo, & Collazo,
2004; Phompun, Thongthew & Zeichner, 2013; Wilhelm, 2010). Most often, third space
theory in education is used to identify power struggles in classrooms leftover from
postcolonial influences in schooling. In the educational context, first and second spaces
are two different, and sometimes conflicting, spatial groupings where people interact
physically and socially, such as the home and the school (Susan, 2009).
Third space theory has specific implications for education, and has much potential
for informing TRAAs’ education although this is an unexplored area at this time
(Witenstein & Saito, 2015). As they attend school even when faced with students who
might look like them TRAAs still do not have shared cultural first space experiences
since at many times these students have parents at home that do share a cultural first
space (Kreider, & Lofquist, 2014; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
Administration for Children and Families, Administration on Children, Youth and
Families, & Children's Bureau, 2015). As they get to middle school, their bodies develop,
and self-awareness is magnified, often they feel a tremendous disconnect from those
around them (Farrell, Henry, Mays, & Schoeny, 2011; Williford, Boulton, Forrest-Bank,
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Bender, Dieterich, & Jenson, 2016). They question who they are culturally, ethnically
and morally (Akos & Ellis, 2009). With a disconnect from their original birth culture they
can be recognized as both the harbinger of everything from their birth culture and
expected to be hyper-aware of that status or the native immigrant who never belongs
(Akos & Ellis, 2009; Javier, et. al., 2007; Greene & Parsons, 2008).
School can be a very confusing space, especially middle school (Wentzel, &
Caldwell, 1997). Students at this age are very “self” aware in that they are focused on
where they belong, including race, culture, ethnicity, gender, sexuality and ability (García
Coll & Marks, 2009). They see difference and sometimes that difference can be a target
for others (Akos & Ellis, 2009; Farrell, Henry, Mays, & Schoeny; 2011; Nishina &
Juvonen, 2005; García, Coll, & Marks, 2009). Because no person is one designation,
more facets of identity intersect with race and ethnicity. This intersectionality is
explained as the convergence of race, class and gender but also includes disabilities,
religion, etc. Intersectionality affects the experiences of all groups, including those on
the “top” and “bottom” of the social hierarchy (Davis & Brunn-Bevel, 2015). All of this
impacts identity development and can be reflected in school relationships (Tigervall &
Hübinette, 2010).
The theory suggests that academic knowledge and power-laden discourses need
not be in accord with an absolute and exclusive privilege, precisely because there is
potential for the rearticulation of both academic and everyday knowledge as well as of
the discourses constituted by the communities that produce such knowledge (Moje et al.,
2004). Moje (2004) looks at third space in three different ways. She discusses it as: (a)
bridge building between marginalized and conventional knowledge and discourses, (b)
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spaces of navigation that allow students to bring their funds of knowledge (Moll et al.,
1992) from their homes to school to combine with school discourses to influence
learning, and (c) a space where both home and school will produce new forms of learning
(Cook, 2005). I will explain each of these in turn.
Bridge building. Millar and Warrican (2015) recognize that many teachers reside
in second space, a postcolonial space where they are following historically developed
ideas of education in line with neoliberalism. By stepping back from this ideology and
opening up to accept other literacies from students, they can create bridges that can be
part of the creation of a third space. By forming this bridge, TRAA students can use
previous first space knowledge to aid in the construction of the classroom third space that
allows equal discourse and aids in meaning making (Millar & Warrican, 2015).
Education has always been a personal matter. Engaging students in conversations
about their lives helps them to connect personally with students. Since students are not
recognized as the same, it can be agreed that all TRAAs are also not the same as to how
they construct meaning developmentally, emotionally, ethnically or racially.
Conversations can lead to interactions within the classroom that enhance learning and
create social justice learning, a.k.a. a third space.
This bridge consists of using students’ funds of knowledge. According to
Esteban-Guitart (2013), these funds of knowledge can be more clearly referred to as the
students’ funds of identity. As the name reflects, this goes beyond just what is learned in
the home culture to include resources for curriculum and pedagogy that are also from the
time period and lived experiences of the student. By time period, it is referring to the
issues of the time of the child’s life. For the TRAA the time period in which the child was
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adopted includes many factors such as age at adoption, length of stay in foster care,
gender, physical or mental issues, age of parents adopting, age of birth parents, pre- and
post-adoption courses for parents, and immigration status (Javier et al., 2007). Taken
either individually or all together, these can create stress for the child that can be
manifested in the classroom.
Also influenced by these time factors are the child’s lived experiences. Prior to
the 1990’s, culture camps, though offered, may not have been accessible or of interest to
parents. Influenced by the Hague Convention and supported by many adoption agencies,
the idea of cultural preservation was promoted through culture camps and parent
education. Culture camps are places that transnationally adopted children meet other
children who have been adopted from the same country or area. They serve to not only
introduce transracially adopted children to birth culture but to create a space where these
youth can associate with children from families that resemble their own (DelaleO'Connor, 2011). Certainly, whole family culture camps were not promoted. Today some
families take advantage of these experiences while other do not (Baden, 2015; Baden, et
al., 2012). One example of how this affects the lived experiences of the individual child
would be the lack of knowledge of birth culture that a native of that birth culture would
have even as a non-adopted immigrant.
Navigation through funds of knowledge. As a navigational space, third space is
fluid in the classroom and allows students to feel respected. It allows students to bring
their “first space” perspectives, in this case the knowledge they have gained as a TRAA,
into the classroom. Another bonus of bringing home culture into the classroom is the
foundation of mutual respect and value. Students see the value of the learning as it
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pertains to their own lives (Gliner, 2016). In this way, various viewpoints are used to
understand and navigate concepts being learned (Levy, 2008).
González, Moll, and Amanti (2005) feel that the educational process is enhanced
when teachers learn about their students’ everyday lives. TRAA students arrive in
classrooms as cultural hybrids of diverging degrees. One way to navigate the existing
hybridity of culture is to get to know the students through ethnographic processes. These
created spaces of navigations can be simple pictures from home that may touch on this
hybridity by showing where the student embraces their racial, ethnic and cultural space
with interactions with their birth land (Allen, 2007). These experiences may also show
how integration within the home occurs. One example might be cooking a meal that is
from their birth country but now a regular family meal in this country. This would be an
example of the borderland that Bhabba (1994) discusses. For TRAAs these funds of
knowledge are their cultural first space (González et al., 2005). This knowledge may be
brought into the home through social media (Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, etc.) when
the TRAA explores their birth culture (Millar & Warrican, 2015).
Linguistic third spaces occur in the discourse humans conduct with others. In the
classroom these interactions occur when students are able to understand a new concept.
Teachers start with what they know, the funds of knowledge/identity, which the students
bring to school, and incorporate it into new hybrid knowledge (Cook, 2015; Gutiérrez,
Baquedano-López, & Tejeda, 1999; Stevenson, 2015). An example would be the
conversation between teachers and students when first teaching reading in Kindergarten.
Teachers at this level will ask children to tell stories about the events in their home lives
and put those to paper with the student. They construct meaning using student knowledge
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from their first space. Herrera (2016) suggests in the book Biography-Driven Culturally
Responsive Teaching, to have students complete a Student Biography Card. On this card,
students would share knowledge about themselves that would hit upon those life events
and experiences that make up their funds of knowledge/identity. In this way, teachers can
draw on these experiences to work towards creating third spaces in the classroom (Allen,
2007; González, et al., 2005; Millar & Warrican, 2015).
Home-school relations. Third space can also be constructed between homes and
schools. There are many ways to do this that may be useful to my interests in supporting
TRAAs and all students through this dissertation study. In the article Fostering
Collaboration Between Home and School Through Curriculum Development:
Perspectives of Three Appalachian Children Lalik, Dellinger, and Druggish (2003)
describe their investigations about bringing Appalachian life into an Appalachian school
to not only enhance literacy but to enrich the lives of the students. They used the stories
of the children themselves to make this happen. Within Appalachian culture, storytelling
is a dynamic part of home literacy, which is these children’s first space. Allen (2007) also
uses these home-school relationships to foster relationships that enhance learning in the
classroom that create a third space for learning.
Not only are the students in my study TRAAs, they are also culturally
Appalachian. By getting to know families and forging connections from personal
exchanges with families and not just assuming all families are alike, teachers can help
build curriculum and assignments that enhance student learning by incorporating family
knowledge. Both Herrera (2016) and Allen (2007) also concur with these strategies.
Allen suggests the use of photography with students to showcase their home culture and
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to enhance not only reading and writing but engage the whole child and make use of their
funds of knowledge. Herrera suggests working from the biography of the child to also
create this welcoming space of learning for the student.
Culturally sustaining education. Cultural sustaining education stems from prior
work in both cultural relevant (Ladson-Billings, 1995) and culturally responsive (Gay,
2000) education. Both of these pedagogies have asked teachers to learn about their
students in the classroom, to relate to them and ask them to fit their culture into what is
taught in the classroom. Culturally sustaining education asks for that too but just a bit
more. Culturally sustaining education asks teachers to prioritize and make student culture
the leading force in the classroom (Ferlazzo, 2017). This allows for sustaining minority
cultures and the elevation of worth of those cultures. It is a way to uplift communities so
they are not looked upon as a deficit to be fixed but as add-ons to enhance. It seeks to
sustain a social justice platform. It also finds some roots in third space (Algava, 2016;
Ferlazzo, 2017; Gay, 2000, 2008, 2013; Ladson-Billings, 1995, 2000; Novelli & Sayed,
2016).
All third spaces deal with intersections of two different viewpoints or peoples and
the creation of a space, a negotiated hybrid space that allows communication and
exchange to happen. By working together and using funds of knowledge and culturally
responsive teaching, a new third space might be developed that will allow TRAA
students to thrive along with their peers. However, this may be challenging work. Third
space in the rural and Appalachian context is easier to imagine from my experience as a
teacher, mother, and longtime community member than it is to glean from the literature,
as third space literature in the rural and Appalachian context seems nonexistent.
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Additional Tools for Navigation
Social positioning and border pedagogies are two additional theoretical tools that
might be culled. While third space theory provides the broad conceptualization and
constructionist possibilities for this work, additional tools may help educators understand
everyday challenges that may “normalize” rather than transform the space of TRAAs.
Positioning. Poststructuralist theories of power show the relationship between
power and knowledge, and how the former is used to control and define the latter.
Because this context is understudied, I anticipated that I may need theoretical tools that
examine constructionist possibilities within third space. What if there were examples of
discursive or spatial positioning that challenged the formation of third space at home, at
school or in the community? I wanted to have possibilities for challenging it.
Positioning is a poststructuralist tool that shows how language can be used to
support identity formation through shifts in power dynamics in which one individual
constructs themselves as “higher” or more privileged than another. Harre and Van
Langenhoeve are social-constructionists that believe communication shapes identity.
Intentional positioning speaks to the direction of the speaker to exude power over
another. The idea of intentional positioning such as through the use of microaggression
and stereotypes helps to understand the power of the words that shape TRAAs’
perspectives of themselves and their position in the community and world writ large
(Harré & Van Langenhove, 1991, Van Langenhove & Harré, 1994, 2010). This idea of
intentional positioning also gives clarity to how school systems (including teachers,
administrators and school boards local and state) use words through policies and practices
to either aid and abet or dismiss the positioning of their students, particularly TRAAs
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(Harré & Van Langenhove, 1991; Moghaddam & Harré, 2010; Van Langenhove &
Harré, 2010). How groups and individuals see themselves within the community and
educational institutions, the influence of cultural experiences, family and the world at
large have important effects on students that may be hidden from view.
Specifically, a form of positioning called slippage fits with the literature on
TRAAs’ development and everyday experiences. In school policy and practice creation,
often policies, guidelines, and practices are created with middle class White children in
mind. Children of color, low income children, children with disabilities, non-English
speaking children, etc. are not considered in the creation. This causes a “slippage” in the
intent of the policies and how they might be received if these policies and the intent is
unmet (Ellsworth, 1997). Another example of slippage is when the central administration
of the state creates policies and programs far away from the local county, with different
communities in mind. The end result is not what is expected or often needed in a rural vs.
urban setting. TRAAs while they mostly live in White middle class families grow up in
that culture, but are not phenotypically White and have their own birth culture as well as
trauma and other unique challenges.
Border pedagogies. The final tool I present in this chapter is border pedagogy.
Border pedagogy is “attentive to developing a democratic public philosophy that respects
the notion of difference as part of a common struggle to extend the quality of public life.
The notion of border pedagogy… links the notions of schooling and education to a more
substantive struggle for a radical democratic society” (Giroux, 1991, p. 51). Such
boundaries in education would include the recognition of what is safe and what is not to
students of color. The same could apply to teachers and administrators as to the lines
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either presumed or imagined when talking about and acting on racial issues. For the
purpose of this study, by recognizing these borders and their implications, positive
changes could be made for not only TRAAs, but all students of color. These borders can
generate a new third space for discourse between all members of the child’s educational
team.
Summary
“Third space” occupancy can influence middle/high school culture, the educators
within it, and the students who lie outside predominant cultural norms. By considering
how the third space operates from the perspectives of the stakeholders involved, how the
teachers, the school, and the district support the social identity of TRAAs, and how they
create spaces for these children to share their experiences, the faculty and others in
similar contexts can gain insights to improve their educational practices to support all
learners. This chapter has focused on the epistemological background of the third space
and related theories used to view the data. In the next chapter, I present the methodology
for this study.
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Chapter 3: Methodology
In this chapter, I explain the rationale for using qualitative methodology to
research the lives of TRAAs in both home and school. I will discuss my specific
positionality on the methodology I chose and the challenges I faced when approaching
this study both personally and professionally. I will discuss the case study method used to
address the research questions. Included will be a description of the methods of research,
my positionality, and ethical considerations. This inquiry should add to the general body
of knowledge and encourage future research in this understudied area.
In previous chapters, I explained how my background influenced my choice of
dissertation topic. When approaching my methodology and collecting data, I felt an even
greater pull of that positionality. As Anais Nin once said, “We don’t see things as they
are; we see them as we are.” Being mindful of this idea, as a researcher I have looked
back to the past and my experiences as they have brought me to—and through—this
research. I am the mother of a TRAA who, along with my husband, faces the brunt of the
decision to live in this majority White area. This is due to responsibilities we took on
such as taking care of our elderly parents. We are part of the “sandwich generation.” I
am an individual who researches everywhere to see what I need to know to take on the
next challenge. Prior to adopting, I started reading about the best practices of bringing a
TRAA to the United States. Although I was well-meaning and filled with good
intentions, I feel my research was not thorough enough. What I mean is that after the
adoption, and partly through this study, I have realized that the White privilege that I
enjoy has forced me to ignore the Whiteness that surrounded my child. I have taken an
even harder look at the implications that I now have to prepare my child to face. This
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means I have to gone to extreme lengths to not only embrace my daughter’s heritage but
to find cultural mirrors for her. This often involves four hour drives to cultural and
adoption driven activities. When we drive to these activities or others, it means stops at
Korean Markets to purchase specific Korean ingredients to cook Korean food. It also
means searching for those recipes and watching Korean film, listening to Korean music,
reading stories by Korean adoptees, and joining groups where I am the outsider and need
to just listen. One such group is Transracial Adoption Perspective where one of the
moderators, Mark Hagland, an early Korean adoptee himself, has allowed me to ask him
questions and quote him directly here in this paper. All of this has shaped and driven me
in the pursuit of this study.
My responsibilities have sometimes been impediments to progress at times. I
mentioned above that I am part of the “sandwich” generation. I am raising my own kids
and taking care of my husband’s dad and my own mom who lives with us. I have worked
full time as a teacher for 33 years. My mom is a first generation graduate of college in
nursing. She is almost 93 years old. I take her to all her appointments. My father-in-law
just recently passed away as I finished this study and worked on the last two chapters of
my dissertation. He was living in a nursing home for about three months and slowly
slipped away from us, so I was also visiting him regularly. These parents and my position
in their lives have forced me to focus on finishing because, among other things, my
mother’s greatest wish is to see me graduate with my doctorate before she dies.
From the start, the process has not been an easy one to juggle. When starting my
prospectus, I found out I needed thyroid surgery. I used this time to read and read and
read. I needed the background before I started to write. Later, while beginning my
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interviews, it was knee replacement surgery due to a car accident with a drunk driver, so I
could walk without pain. Again, I did a lot of reading related to different parts of my
dissertation. Time—work time, parent time, children time and husband time, have played
into how to accomplish this goal and also how to frame this study. I started to regularly
get up at five o’clock in the morning to work on all parts of this dissertation and still be
able to be there for the other parts of my life. I also squeezed in time as I sat at different
sports, theater and music events in my children’s lives and was supported by fellow
parents as I read and wrote between children’s soccer goals and music solos.
I have mentioned teaching throughout this process and this has shaped me too. I
have changed teaching positions and schools four times from the start of the classwork
for my doctorate to dissertation writing. I have shared my journey with my students
throughout this time. I have used my experiences writing to explain that the first time you
write something doesn’t mean it is done, red doesn’t mean it was bad but is a help. The
elementary students I had when I first started this journey are now in ninth grade. I have
gotten to teach many of them twice, once in third or first grade and again in seventh.
Many of these students are the children of students in my first classes I taught in Peak
County 33 years ago.
Because of my daughter, I started to pay closer attention to what was actually
going on in the classroom with people of color. It started with my daughter and her
experiences but branched out as I watched informally other Asian, Black, Latino and
biracial students. The children in my classes and schools have always impacted me.
Some, because I have seen myself in them but others because they suffer more than
necessary and can bring me to tears as I think of them. In my latest placement as a
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seventh grade language arts teacher, I have seen some of the greatest impact of the words
spoken from hurt, by children. This too has helped to focus my attention on the continual
problem of race relations and its impacts on all students.
Hoping to be able to understand what was going on, I realized I needed to
understand many of these issues theoretically. I needed to think of questions, to not only
frame my dissertation but I needed to think of how I would create the questions to ask the
students, my peers, and friends in an interview process.
The people directly involved in this study, the students, parents, teachers and
administrators I have worked with are in many cases dear friends. I also had deep
connections with adult members of the Asian adoption community who had shared
stories of childhood and being the lone Asian in the room. I had a responsibility to
understand my positions and respect theirs. When realizing I needed to frame the
questions for my interviews in the most respectful ways, I asked them for suggestions of
what information would they like to know about TRAA’s in Appalachia today. Their
questions were deep and I realized for many of those questions I was not the person to
conduct that research, those needed a TRAA researcher. I was coming from a privileged
voice of Whiteness and not the experiences of a TRAA. Instead, I used their information
to form a basis of what I could ask and learn from as a teacher: That is, I could find out
through my position what current TRAA students think about the community and the
schools they attend. I could get a glimpse of that and combine it with information from
parents, teachers and administrators. I feel it is this information that will make the most
impact for change in the lives of TRAAs in school.
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I have strong personal viewpoints on the topics of race, education and change.
Perhaps the greatest challenge has been to keep those viewpoints to myself during the
interview process. I couldn’t not bring myself into this process. Using the theories and
methodologies mentioned in this chapter I tried to limit the impact of my viewpoints and
allowed the research to speak for itself.
The advantage of my position allowed an entry point to information that under
other circumstances I may not have access. For example, the teachers with whom I work
viewed me as an insider and graciously spoke with openness and honesty because they
view me as “one of them.” Several times during the focus groups and some interviews,
teachers would relay personal experiences with adoption such as having family members
who were transracially adopted. They also asked me questions about issues my daughter
might have faced at our school or another school. We would share as what we were,
friends.
The disadvantage of being overconfident in my abilities to obtain private
information also affected outcomes. When I went to interview the girls and their families,
I thought that they would openly speak to the issues of racism and adoption. I asked
specifically if they had any issues with feeling out of place or comments made toward
them. Both girls seemed to brush it off and just said that no, everything was great. This,
in part, I feel was due to my position. I am an adult and a teacher, I am not another
teenage girl. Frankly, I also am not young anymore. During the analysis of the girls’ data,
it took more from me. After I looked at the interviews of the teachers and administrators,
I then returned again to the girls’ data. At first I thought I had nothing; after multiple
rounds of reading, discussions and analysis I then saw more of what I had missed. My
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first shock came when revisiting Geneva’s interview. I saw during the second read that
she believed that racist comments were attached only to people from out of town, that
locals would not say those things. Also, when asking her about issues that her sister had
had with racism in middle school she referred to the racial comments as “drama.”
According to boyd (2014), the term “drama” is teen code for bullying.
Teens regularly used that word to describe various forms of interpersonal
conflict that ranged from insignificant joking around to serious jealousydriven relational aggression. (p. 137)
When asked about how she dealt with drama she responded, “I'm nice to everyone, be my
friend". What I had missed the first time through was what the girls didn’t say about
themselves, the avoidance of “all things drama.” I will reflect on this in my findings.
From these vantage points and biases, I conducted my baseline research, data
collection, examined my data, and dissected my findings. It has been a journey of
learning, reviewed constantly based on life as I have experienced it especially throughout
these past three years of the actual dissertation process.
As a reminder to readers, these are the research questions that I studied in this
research.
Research Questions
The primary question to be answered by this study is:
How do Transracially Adopted Asian (TRAA) youth see themselves
within the contexts they negotiate in rural Appalachia?
Speaking to the nature of qualitative research in education, Small and Uttal (2005)
address the inclusion of the “insider’s perspective” in educational research. These
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researchers point out that the more rigor and control in research, the more artificial the
research and research findings become. In contrast, the more researchers observe social
situations and people, taking the time to develop deep description of a phenomena, the
more an “insider’s perspective” will be developed (Small & Uttal, 2005). The best way to
pursue this outcome was by gleaning the experiences of the participants themselves.
How the TRAAs interacted socially at home and in other situations was used to
clarify interpreted experiences of the TRAAs and school staff in this study. Based on this
goal, a secondary question of the study was:
How do teachers and administrators position TRAAs?
Epistemology and Theory
Piaget believed that we construct meaning and learning through our ongoing lived
experiences and activities within the world “based on previously acquired categories,
concepts and experiences” (Jardine, 2006, p. 21). I believe that interactions with the lived
world shape humans socially and culturally, and create knowledge. These interactions are
unique to each individual as are the situations that surround them as they grow. No two
people live the same exact life with the same exact stimulations, rejections, homes,
parents, schools, etc. This is in turn called a constructivist epistemology. To explain
further:
[The] constructivist view, is that knowledge is established through the
meanings attached to the phenomena studied; researchers interact with the
subjects of study to obtain data; inquiry changes both researcher and
subject; and knowledge is context and time dependent (Coll & Chapman,
2000; Cousins, 2002). (Krauss, 2005, p. 759)
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From this viewpoint, I qualitatively analyzed my data using the lens of Third Space
Theory. Using this theory in conjunction with constructivism allowed me to look for
those spaces that were both conducive and averse to learning and growth for TRAAs.
This position assumed several possibilities. It recognized that the participants in this
study were and are constant learners, including the researcher. It also assumed that the
knowledge gained from this research will be applicable to question two in this study:
How might educators support transnationally adopted children and their families in the
K-12 setting? I expected that my own viewpoints would be altered, even though my
daughter is a TRAA. This is because new knowledge of other TRAAs was added to my
own. By examining the experiences of transracial adoptees in an educational setting, the
gradations of understanding, interactions and knowledge with their lived worlds could be
added to the general body of knowledge of experiences within this group of marginalized
individuals (Merriam, 2002).
This was a qualitative study. Qualitative research is comprised from the
interpretation of events, as individuals perceive them. This approach fits very well into
the ideals of constructivist epistemology and Third Space Theory because these too are
perceived spaces. By using a qualitative research design, it allowed the researcher to
capture “the complexity of human behaviors in ways that are not possible when studies
are based on prediction and randomized controls” (Koro-Ljungberg & Douglas, 2008,
p.163). As a qualitative researcher, I worked to understand the phenomenon of the
context of TRAAs from an insider’s perspective. I needed to work directly with
participants to denote the significance of their daily exchanges and interactions.
Explained in more detail later, for this study, the researcher used interviews,
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observations, and personal recordings for data collecting. Later, facial expression, venue,
artifacts and mood, were noted to infer meaning in analytic memos made by the
researcher (Merriam, 2002).
The fluidity of a qualitative study allows for redirection in questioning and the
unexpected answers that may come from participants in the study. This accounted for the
diversity of the human element under study. Using an inductive form of research,
qualitative researchers build on the data derived from participants to create hypotheses
and a descriptive ideal of the phenomenon (Merriam, 2002). This enquiry generated a
picture of the lives of the participants and those that directly impacted them—parents and
teachers, primarily from the participants’ viewpoint. Schofield and Blum recognize the
importance for educators to be aware of their students’ lives and what better way to do
that but through qualitative research? (Blum, 2002).
Method
Case Study
Case study was the method that best fit my goals as a researcher. The case study
provides rich insight into the phenomenon studied. When looking at case study the
process revolves around the case. The definition for case that is chosen for this study is
from Gillham’s book, Case Study Research Methods (2000). He defines a case as:
[A] unit of human activity embedded in the real world; which can only be
studied or understood in context; which exists in the here and now; that
merges in with its context so that precise boundaries are difficult to draw.
(Gillham, 2000, p. 1)
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Merriam (2002) describes a case study as “an intensive description and analysis of
a phenomenon or social unit such as an individual, group or institution, or community”
(p. 8). Yin (2003) lists three prominent reasons to use case study for research: “(1) when
the main research questions are “how” and “why” questions; (2) a researcher has little or
no control over behavioral events; and (3) the focus of the study is a contemporary (as
opposed to entirely historical) phenomenon” (p. 2). This is a study of two “how”
questions of a developing phenomenon in contemporary Appalachia. The case study
method provided the voices that I thought needed to be heard. The voices in this case
were the TRAAs, of which little has been written about. Once those voices are heard, the
ability to use the voices of the voiceless to guide instruction provides the change or action
I wish to see. It is hoped that by observing and talking with participants, the information
shared will be able to support teachers and guide instruction.
As a teacher, I am constantly evaluating interactions in my classroom, my
curriculum, and my school to provoke change within my practice, school, students and
myself. I do not feel that this is unique to myself, but that other teachers do the same
based on the information to which they have access. This case study has allowed for selfreflection initially by myself, and when results are shared with other professionals, they
too will be able to reflect on their practice. Steeples (2004) optimistically states that this
level of closeness to the topic, in educational practices, is beneficial:
This close linking between teaching and the research practices enables me
to make sense of research ideas generated directly through my own
practices and my experiences within the teaching and learning content. (p
113)
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In case study research, there needs to be a clear and bounded case identified
(Stake, 2006; Stake, 1995; Yin, 2003). This means that there are specific boundaries
placed on the case. It is one group or one person that fits a particular set of criteria. The
criterion for this study was the lives of two TRAA’s and their learning communities.
These learning communities have been identified as home/family, school, and the
activities (i.e., sports, dance, clubs) in which the TRAAs participate.
Study Design
No two families are the same. This is also true for families of international
adoption. They may share certain characteristics that help or stymie identity growth in
their children. I have explored to the degree possible, the diversity amongst adoptive
parents. In this study, I was afforded the opportunity to see what these family knowledge
might be brought into the research to be used for teachers to support learning in the
classroom.
Participants and Study Context
I used purposeful sampling to select my participants. Purposeful sampling is used
for “identification and selection of information-rich cases for the most effective use of
limited resources” (Palinkas, Horwitz, Green, Wisdom, Duan, & Hoagwood, 2016). My
sample started with two female students chosen from within the Peak County community
from a local Asian adoption group to participant in case study. This could be recognized
as a convenience sample. “Convenience sampling (sometimes called accidental
sampling) is the selection of a sample of participants from a population based on how
convenient and readily available that group of participants is” (Salkind, 2010, p. 254).
This type of sample for this study was both purposeful and convenient since the study
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was about TRAAs in the Appalachian school setting, and represented the intended
research goals. It was also a sample that was readily at hand within the community I
work, making the scheduling of interviews and observations accessible. Although the
sample was small, I view this sample as one that meets the guidelines that researchers)
would refer to as “information rich” (Merriam, 2002; Palinkas, et al., 2016). An
information rich case would be one that would allow the researcher to gain a significant
amount of information that is important to the purpose of the study (Merriam, 2002). The
sample size also allowed for a more thorough investigation of the phenomenon. From this
sample, parents, and teachers were also included with the TRAA youth.
Youth
This case was bounded by several conditions. The first consideration, as
mentioned prior, was access. The number of Asian transnational adoptees in all
Appalachia is not well known, as shown previously in chapter one. In Peak County in the
past 10 years, TRAA’s have been a constant in classrooms and have been representative
as 1-6 students spread over 12 schools per year (Maryland State Department of
Education, 2014; 2017). Case members were drawn from TRAA students who were of
middle/high school age (11-18), currently in public school. I personally know the parents
from the local Asian adoptee family group. Predominately, this group resides within Peak
County, Maryland and up to 15-30 miles in any direction across the county lines. Access
and personal connection made this group a valuable resource for the selection of case
members. This group is comprised of children of East Asian descent, primarily
individuals that have been adopted either from Korea or China. Another reason for
selection from this group, in addition to convenience, was that these students are among
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the newest generation of adoptees to be of school age. This group would have been
adopted during the era of cultural preservation as opposed to cultural assimilation
promoted originally by the Hague Convention. Both TRAAs attend public school in Peak
County.
The participants in this study were in eighth and twelfth grade at the time of the
study and are TRAAs. These are key developmental periods related to lived experiences
that are influenced by culture, space, and adoption. According to Bernstein (2002),
middle school is a time of confusion and change. It is a period of self-discovery and
identity forming. Students arrive in middle school in late childhood and leave in early
adolescence. Come high school, students are continuing on their journey to adulthood.
For girls, their bodies have stopped growing but their friendships and self-discovery have
not. Continuing changes in brain activity can both taint judgments and boost confidence
(Mercer, 2013; Rodriguez, De La Sierra, & Schachter, 2013). These periods of flux are
also significant times in adolescents’ emotional and identity development.
This particular study group has been identified by their unique position of being
Asian and also being adopted transnationally and transracially. They have also been
adopted into an understudied community of Appalachia. The unique position that TRAAs
have been adopted into is one that has previously separated them from biological ties,
cultural routes, and social connections to Asian-ness (Hübinette, 2004).
As adoptive parents and agencies have changed, many have recognized that
assimilation is not the best way to address issues of identity—emotional, cultural and
ethnic. Current TRAA’s in Appalachia need to develop ways to navigate both the space
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in which they are fostered and their position in the larger world. As mentioned in the
previous chapter, this is the world they will grow into as Asian Americans.
Parents
The U.S. Department of Health & Human Services (2017) has indicated that
nationally 73% of parents that adopt transnationally are White. From the local Asian
transracial adoption group, 100% of the parents are White and middle class. They reflect
a historical moment related to assimilation versus the new cultural preservation stance.
I interviewed parents on their perspectives about education, adoption, and
particularly their views on their children’s perspectives. Parents were contacted prior to
contacting students in order to establish their willingness to participate in the study and
also to ascertain if they felt their child was interested. Parent perceptions on education are
an important facet of this study. They allowed comparisons and generalities to be
deduced to form an image of what education, both inside and out, looks like from a
parent’s viewpoint. Although parents added their views to this body of research they were
not the primary knowledge source of the phenomenon, that role was left for their
children.
Teachers/Administrators
According to educational statistics, 80% of teachers in the U.S. are White women
(IES National Center for Educational Statistics, 2017; Office Of Planning, Evaluation
And Policy Development U.S. Department Of Education, 2017). That is reflected in the
teaching staff of Peak County. Those that are not White females are White males. The
diversity within these groups includes marital status, religion, sexual orientation, original
residency (born within the county) and transplants (not born in the county).
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Teachers in the study were chosen for two different purposes. First, two sets of
teachers (group sizes of five to eight) were from the schools that the students presently
attend. These two groups formed the focus groups. Next, six teachers were selected from
the classes in which the observations of each student occurred. The teachers that were
chosen were willing to be both interviewed and observed during a class period. This
allowed the student participants to be observed during a class period with those teachers.
The two school administrators from the two participants’ schools were asked to discuss,
on a school building level, similar questions as those asked to the teachers.
Administrators also gave insight into the broader scope of implementation and
acceptance of the racial changes in the school. I did capture teacher insight of “othering”
and its influence in the classroom. I also asked about the strategies, methods, and
processes that the teacher and the school have used.
Data Collection
To help form ideas of the case under study I used several techniques that are
advantageous in data collection in the qualitative method: surveys, interviews,
observation, field notes, reflexive field notes and analytic memos, artifact collecting,
transcribing, fact checking, and coding. Analysis was ongoing throughout the process
through coding and analytic memoing which will be described in more detail shortly.
Surveys/Interviews
Initially I set up appointments and completed my consent forms with parents and
their children. My first plan of inquiry was to create and share questionnaires, one for the
TRAAs and one for parents to complete after their consent forms (Cico, Vogeley, &
Doyle, 2011). These questionnaires covered basic questions (Appendix A) such as
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country of birth, age at adoption, gender, etc. (Hancock & Algozzine, 2011). Survey
questions of this genre were in a yes/no format so that answers might be quantified and
compared. My questionnaire provided both a starting point and a framework for
elaborating on my in-depth, semi-structured interviews. I was able to pinpoint probes that
need to be explored more fully in an interview by using the questionnaires as a basis
(Cico, Vogeley, & Doyle, 2011; Kvale & Brinkmann, 2015). Besides general
demographic information these surveys helped isolate areas I addressed more intensely in
the semi-structured interview. This was the same process for student-identified teachers; I
used consent forms and then a basic questionnaire with yes/no response questions that led
to the formulation of probes to support the semi-structured interview process.
Interview question probes were developed and created in such a way that they
could be personalized based on information from the surveys (Appendix B). As
mentioned previously in my positioning statement, an effort was made to place the voice
of the interviews in the voice of TRAAs. A brief question was put out to adult TRAAs
asking what they would like to know about TRAAs’ lives in Appalachia today. These
questions were first placed in generalized categories (Parent involvement/Home,
Bullying, Role Models, Teachers/School, and Activities) and examined as to their
importance to the study and appropriateness for the age of interviewees. Some of the
questions the adult adoptees answered:
“Are your parents supportive?”
“Have you ever been teased because of your looks?”
“Who is your role model?”
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Upon reflection, I revisited the questions and reworded the questions for
appropriateness and respectfulness for the intended interviewee and also suitableness to
inform the present dissertation study questions. These questions reflected the following
groupings: (a) family/community relationships and school relationships and support and
(b) peer relationships and support. Next, I cultivated questions for the parents. The
parents’ questions addressed similar topics but from the parent perspectives. I also
created a set of questions to ask teacher and administrator participants. These include
references to experiences with TRAA’s in their classrooms and school (Flick, 2014;
Hancock, & Algozzine) (Appendix B). Finally, I developed a set of questions for the
focus groups I interviewed. All interviews lasted approximately 30 minutes to 1 hour.
Focus group interviews lasted approximately the same amount of time even though there
were more voices.
After the questionnaire was returned, the semi-structured interview probes were
further planned based on this new information. I scheduled semi-structured interviews
with students and parents at their convenience at their homes, to allow for the best story
generation and flexibility. For one family, they chose to be interviewed at my home for
its convenience to their place of work. Semi-structured interviews allowed for the same
types of questions to be asked to each interviewee but also allowed for adjustments such
as when they are asked and how they were asked. Open-ended questions were employed
to allow participants to divulge their own perspectives and not those of the interviewer.
These interviews were audio recorded for later transcription, examination and evaluation
through coding and thematic analysis. Recording interviews allowed me to concentrate
on the topic and the dynamics of the interview. While transcribing, I was able to make
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reflexive notes about the words and their tone, pauses, etc. This also made it possible to
return again and again to the recording, and to listen and clarify ideas (Kvale &
Brinkmann, 2015).
According to Kvale and Brinkmann (2015) the “qualitative interview attempts to
understand the world from the subjects’ points of view, to unfold the meaning of their
experiences, to uncover their lived world prior to scientific explanations” (p. 3). This
approach fits into my constructivist viewpoint that knowledge is constructed and with this
process of interview, I was co-creating meaning with my participants such as the traveler
who moves alongside participants and participates with the subjects in the production of
knowledge (Flick, 2014). Also, because of this stance, as mentioned briefly before, I
chose to use a semi-structured interview process. This process allowed me to know what
my participants know, but also provided a structure to guide my interview. There were no
set answers to each question and they were open-ended in nature. They also allowed me
to have the opportunity to ask probing questions (Hancock & Algozzine, 2011). This
allowed for interviews that were more personal and more informative about the lived
experiences of my participants.
Focus Groups. A benefit of focus groups is the ability of the moderator
(researcher) to gather a great amount of information in a shorter period of time. Another
benefit is to the participants. In this instance the ability to discuss with colleagues and
negotiate difficult subjects with support from peers benefited teachers in their practice by
adapting their methods and strategies to the advantage of all students (Barbour, 2014;
Bloor, Frankland, Thomas, M. & Robson, 2001; Freitas, Oliveira, Jenkins, & Popjoy,
1998; Moje & Wade, 1997; Williams & Katz, 2001).
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Field notes. During interviews, field notes were taken. The first purpose of field
notes is to get down on paper the first impressions of the interview, observation or
experience (Emerson, Fretz, & Shaw, 2011). The nuances of these experiences cannot be
strictly told from a transcript. These notes became part of the data itself (Emerson, Fretz,
& Shaw, 2011; Stake, 1995; Saldaña, 2013).
Analytic memos. Throughout the process I wrote analytic memos to record my
thought process and the connections I made between the interview and the research. This
process of reflection on these experiences and my connections to the data helped with the
movement from the data to meaning making. This allowed me to gain insight into the
data included in my final analysis (Flick, 2014). It also was a strategy that helped me to
compare and triangulate data across individuals and groups (Merriam, 2002).
Observation and Artifacts
I shadowed each student for one day, in one-hour segments, to observe
interactions within each classroom as they changed classes. This required permissions
from not only the classroom teachers, but also the school principal and the school
superintendent. During these direct observations, I took field notes recording details that
occurred in the room about the teacher/student interactions (Van Manen, 1990).
During the research process, I gathered artifacts as additional sources of evidence
of the lived educational experiences of adoptees, parents and the teachers in the
classrooms. These included but were not limited to photos, classwork, lessons, lesson
related items and a variety of other documents (Yin, 2003). Permission from the school
staff was necessary for those items. The usefulness of these artifacts was to connect the
students to varied learning experiences. Learning experiences inside the classroom are
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important, but since these students also have learning experiences outside the classroom,
documentation of those events was also important. This included clubs or activities they
participated in but also could have included ethnic activities such as culture camps or
other special festivities related to their culture.
Data Analysis
Analytic Memos
Memos were a part of my analysis as I drew conclusions from the data. The
purpose of the memoing while completing my transcripts and field notes was to help me
develop analytic leads and insights early on in the fieldwork process (Emerson et al.,
2011). This included stepping back from my notes and teachers, parents and other vested
interests. While stepping back I wrote what I witnessed during the interview process or
classroom/community observations. I noted significant interpretations that I arrived at
along with any notes that contributed to reconstructing the exchanges and patterns of note
within these activities (Flick, 2014). Memos were the first step of constructing initial
suppositions.
Coding
Auerbach and Silverstein (2003) have identified coding as the procedure used to
look for patterns within a group of data, such as transcripts of interviews, observations or
field notes. It is the first step in making meaning of the conducted research. I had planned
to use word-processing software to aid in the development of interview coding sheets.
The software was to serve as my investigating tool. I had done this for previous
interviews in classwork. Instead of this I transcribed and hand-coded all of the data. I
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was later able to physically sort the data by cutting it apart and hand sorting. This was
possible because the number of interviews was relatively small.
Coding itself was conducted procedurally. The first step after transcription was to
conduct initial coding. Initial coding allowed a free form base for gathering and
evaluating the information in the transcript. It was a time to gather first impressions of the
interview and group general observations (Saldaña. 2013). After this initial coding I
conducted InVivo coding. The strength of this method of coding is to be able to capture
the interviewees’ actual voices, what they actually say. This is a particularly important
strategy when working with the “marginalized voices of children” (Saldaña. 2013, p. 91).
The coding used the words of the participants as the code. An example could have been,
“I get teased about my eyes.” In the case of the student participants in this study this was
harder than expected. At first I saw no real categories and patterns in the codes related to
the students. I decided to move on to the teachers and administrators to see patterns first.
Next, I took coded strips of the interviews from each part of the triad and actually cut
them apart from the paper transcription and regrouped all of the interviews by group and
overarching themes. One actual repetitive phrase that came up among staff interviews
and focus groups was that their schools were filled with “nice kids.” Physically
manipulating the data really helped with my meaning making process. I was able to look
at the process in reverse order starting with administrators, then teachers, and then
students. I was able to cross check the meanings of participant groups through this
process and consider the relationships between the various groups by consulting
additional data, particularly my notes.
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Themes. The final step of analysis of all the data (interviews, observations, field
notes, memos, artifacts) was the interpretation of themes that occurred throughout the
data. The word-processing software lent itself to this by being able to search for repeating
words and phrases. Saldaña (2013) thinks of themes as “an extended phrase or sentence
that identified what a unit of data is about and/or what it means” (p. 175). Themes are the
connections made through the coding. I looked for the repetitiveness of ideas within the
codes, field notes and memos. I then used the coding and subsequent themes to interpret
the data. By comparing my participants’ information with my own deductions, I was
provided a type of triangulation.
Research Ethics/Trustworthiness
I followed strict ethical guidelines. As mentioned previously, prior to surveying, I
had parents, student and teacher participants sign consent forms that had been fully
explained in compliance with the Institutional Review Board (IRB) policy of West
Virginia University. I explained to participants that this was a consent form but that the
consent form does not obligate them to remain in the study. Consent was recognized as
ongoing. The participants were informed that if they chose to leave at any time they
could, without any penalty. Participants also were made aware of the fact that all
information is confidential. All identifying information has been changed in this
dissertation and will be in any future publication. It is important to protect the identity of
the participants, the schools and the community. In considering these groups, the
following will be done to maintain the privacy of subjects: All interviews were
conducted in private locations for which the subject has agreed. For the focus groups, I
included in the cover letter the necessity of not discussing the research outside the focus
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group to respect the confidentiality of all participants.
Regarding trustworthiness, I explained how they and I are an active part of the
research process, as I sought clarification through member checks. I made known to them
that I would share my ongoing reflections with them throughout the research (Cico, et al.,
2011; Merriam, 2002; Paris & Winn, 2014). Whenever appropriate I also shared my field
notes and analytic memos. This was especially important for clarification of points that,
at first, may not appear straightforward for the researcher. Although in reality I was able
to do member checking on a limited basis with one teacher, I found other ways to bolster
the trustworthiness of the study as well.
I used several additional strategies recommended by Merriam (2002) to support
the trustworthiness of the study. Peer reviews were an important part of understanding
and validating participants’ responses. I was able to share emerging analysis
confidentially with teachers and TRAAs who were not a part of the study as a way to
better understand the data and confirm the analysis. I also kept careful notes of each part
of the study and constructed an audit trail to the best of my ability in my records and
throughout this document. Finally, I compared multiple data sources with one another in
a process of triangulation in an attempt to understand the meanings of individuals and
groups. Triangulation is important for validity, rigor and reliability. According to the
authors of the article “The Use of Triangulation Methods in Qualitative Educational
Research”, by collecting data from different perspectives and comparing it, data will be
more accurate and valid (Oliver-Hoyo, & Allen, 2006). Writing up the data was a time
for another type of triangulation protocol that Stake (1995) refers to as Theory
Triangulation. This was when others looked at my evidence and conclusions to see if
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perhaps there was another way to look at the data from alternative theoretical viewpoints
and also, to ask if my conclusions stood firm. This was first, the job of my chairperson
and then my doctoral committee.
I have spoken to my involvement in the community of TRAAs. Separating out my
preconceptions of this phenomenon from the actuality of the lived lives of these student
participants was important for me to separate. One aspect of that was the questions I
choose to ask my student participants. I asked questions that were devoid of leading to
the answers I wanted but toward the participants’ voices.
During this write-up I needed to consider other factors. The most pressing was the
intended audience. Although my initial audience was my doctoral committee, there were
others to consider. I will present to the academic community but also the teachers, parents
and adult adoptees that my phenomenon represents. Foremost in my mind is the
protection of the adoptees and other participants, but also the area that they are from,
Peak County. As a small community it is important to guard the identities of the
participants. As mentioned previously, I used pseudonyms for people and places and I
also used masking techniques when necessary. I created an audit trail of data in
appendices as well, that others might exam. An audit trail will allow fellow researchers to
analyze the procedures used and determine the trustworthiness of the findings based on
the presumed ability to replicate the findings (Carcary 2009).
Timeline of Research
April 23, 2018: Defend Prospectus
April 2018: Submit IRB Protocol
May 2018: Once IRB Approval is granted begin surveys and initial interviews
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Summer 2018: Community and family observation with students, additional
interviews
Fall 2018-Winter 2019: School observation, focus groups and curriculum
development / workshop based on the data collected
Summer 2019: Transcribe, analyze data, write chapters 4 and 5
Fall 2019-Spring 2020: Edit and rewrite chapters 1-5
Spring 2020: Defend dissertation
Fall 2020: Present teacher training based on research
Conclusion
From the start of this research, I have approached it as a constructivist. I have
built on prior knowledge that has been shaped by my experiences as a teacher, and an
adoptive mother of a TRAA living in Appalachia. These experiences have provoked me
to find out more. I have formed my research questions searching for answers to better
understand educational process for Asian American adoptees and also to make known
what many do not know about this phenomenon.
The current chapter has focused on the methodology that was followed for this
research. I have shared the plan for the procedures of interviews and observations. In the
next chapter I will examine the findings and their connections to my research questions.
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Chapter 4: Findings
Three Perspectives on TRAAs’ Lives in School
Data analysis has as much to do with the data and the people interviewed as it
does with the researcher. I questioned myself continuously from start to finish in the
process of coming to these findings. When I first imagined my interviews with the two
TRAA students, I believed they would open me up to a new view of the lives of TRAA
teenagers in Appalachia. I was anxious to hear how they spoke about racism in the
schools and other challenges of race/ethnicity they faced in the curriculum and in the
third spaces of middle and high school. Through this study, I was anxious to see how
families and schools had used third space to create a new space for their TRAA children.
How could students be both Asian and Appalachian? How might they embrace their
birth culture and new home’s culture and how might that, in turn, help teachers and
administrators provide new insights to make teaching better for all students, but
particularly those of color who were living in Appalachia?
As mentioned earlier in this dissertation, the idea of studying TRAAs’ third
spaces sprung from conversations with my daughter and her openness to talk with me.
She has shared over the years how racism and race are expressed in her schools both
overtly and covertly. She has spoken of teachers and students alike having stilted
viewpoints about adoption, culture and race. Most importantly, she has shared how that
has affected her directly. We have practiced over the years how to identify racism, sexism
and “isms” in general. We also have spoken on how to have “comebacks” to react to
these scenarios, how to be in charge of her own story and be proud of who she is. How to
be proactive in the third space she embodies with others.
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In this Chapter 4, I present the findings in three sections. First, I discuss what was
learned through studying two teenage female TRAAs, Sarah and Geneva, through several
months of their daily activities, seeking to know them better and know a bit about their
own lives as well as about the experiences of their families. Then I describe the school
context, middle and high school, respectively that the girls attended. I discuss the
leadership structures that the principals put in place in each of their schools and examine
the degrees to which these schools created a third space for TRAAs and other students
who may be different from the White and low income to middle income norm. Then I
unpack the interviews with the teachers at these two schools, considering more broadly
how education in Peak County serves TRAAs and why.
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Table 2. Student Demographics

Pseudonym

Geneva

Sarah

Data Collected

Interview,
Observation,
Survey

Interview,
Observation,
Survey

Sandy Rodeheaver

Grade/
school

12/East
Peak High

8/East
Peak
Middle

Gender

Female

Female

Race

Asian

Asian

Age

17

13

Age at
Adoption

12 months

10 months

Favorite
Subjects

Theatre,
Financial
Management,
Government

Math,
Science,
Computers

Activities

Family
Activities

Cultural
Activities

Cheerleading,
track, Girl
Scouts, cross
country, school
plays, student
council,
journalism, Tae
Kwon Do, 4-H

Hiking, taking
care of animals,
holiday visits
with family

Lunar New
Year, plays and
concerts at the
college, 4-H
camps

Gymnastics,
cheer, volleyball,
dance

Going on
vacation
together, theme
parks/amusement
parks, hanging
out as a family

Lunar New
Year, concerts,
meeting with
adoption group
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Table 3. Parent Demographics

Pseudonym

Kind of
interaction

Parent
of

Lois

Interview

Mother
of
Geneva

Interview

Father
of
Sarah

John

Carol

interview

Sandy Rodeheaver

Mother
of
Sarah

Gender

Race

Present
Age

Female

White

64

Male

Female

White

White

61

52

Age at
Adoption

Age of
other
parent
at
adoption

47

50

48

40

Marital
status

# of
TRAA's
in
family

Level of
Education

Single

2

Master's

$30,000$60,000

Gardening,
hiking,
taking care
of pets

1

Some
College

$60,000$90,000

Movies,
shopping,
eating out,
cheer events

New
Year's,
Gotcha Day

Vacationing,
attending
cheer and
dance
competitions,
playing
volleyball,
spending
time with
family and
friends

Attended
concerts,
attended
Lunar New
Year
activities
with
adoptees in
our
surrounding
areas,
Lunar New
Year,
events with
local
adoptees

Married

Married

1

Some
College

Income
(custodial
parent)

N/A

Family
Activities

Cultural
Activities
Plays,
concerts,
Chinese
New Year
party,
Moon
Festival
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The Students
A major assumption of mine going into this research had been that most adoptive
parents recognize the need to have conversations about race/ethnicity with their children,
to help them interpret the world around them and make meaning, as well as to have
coping strategies for dealing with the challenges of being a person of color in rural
Appalachia. These are thoughts that have been cultivated throughout the local adoption
community, at least from my experience. Entire Facebook groups are dedicated to
making understandings of identities and agency stronger for this generation of adoptees
by and for other adult adoptees.
I have known Sarah (age 14, an eighth grader in middle school) and Geneva (age
18, a senior in high school) and their families for over 15 years, since the time my
daughter came home in early February 2005. I enjoyed relationships with them through
social events and school. We had formed a group of transracial/transnational families that
had bonded over group events like Hayrides, Christmas Parties, and Maple Syrup Runs.
Originally, about 10-12 local area families of 18-20 Asian children, Sarah’s parents,
Carol and John, as well as Geneva’s mother, Lois, were a part. Sarah and Geneva were
chosen from this group because they met the age criteria of the study, I was familiar with
both families, all resided in Peak County and both attended public school, another focus
of this study.
Each family had slightly different configurations that added to the study.
Geneva’s mother and father were divorced. Lois had moved to Peak County for a full
time teaching position at the local college and a more outdoors lifestyle that Peak County
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provided. When asked, she specifically spoke of the “safety of the communities” that
drew her here. Sarah’s parent were both born and raised in Peak County. They met at the
local hamburger hangout and as John says, “the rest is history.” Geneva has one sibling,
Kate, also adopted from China, who is about five years older than her. Her older sister
actually traveled with her mother, Lois, when she went to pick up Geneva in China.
Sarah is a shy but active eighth grader. She is involved in many activities such as
dance and volleyball outside the school day and student council at school. From both
observation and conversations with Sarah, she has a few close friends that she “hangs
out” with. These friends are mostly from the activities that she is a part of. She is shy
around strangers and will not actively seek to engage with others until it is necessary or
she knows them well. Once she knows people and is comfortable with them she has no
issues. She admits that she had bad experiences with other girls that were once her friends
but are no longer. She is both excited and anxious to go to the high school. She enjoys her
family and spends a great deal of time with her family. Sarah was adopted as part of a
second family for her mother and father. Sarah has two much older siblings, a brother
(age 40) and a sister (age 36) who have families of their own. Sarah will occasionally
babysit her nieces and nephews. So although she has siblings, Sarah has been raised
virtually as an only child. Sarah is determined to be a physician. She has always been
fascinated with science and it is her favorite subject. She speaks of moving away for a
little while but thinks coming back to a small area and living near her parent is also a real
option for her.
Geneva is an outgoing “go-getter”. She too is involved in both school and
community activities. Some of her activities include theater, dance, student council,
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model United Nations and Girl Scouts. More than once, she was described as having a
“bubbly” personality. She is open in her friendships and seems to have friends in every
group she encounters. She is definitely not shy and seems to draw people towards her. As
mentioned she has an older sister who, upon graduation, went to the local college,
graduated, and now lives out West, working in adventure sports. Geneva would like to be
an accountant and will also attend a nearby college but has visions of living in a far
different area. She does love living in this small community.
Being in a small close-knit community, everyone knows everyone, but especially
the Asian adoption community recognizes each other. Our children had grown to be
friends all over Peak County, where neighbors are spaced long distances apart and a 3040 minute drive is considered a short drive to meet with your friends. So when it came
time to have conversations with Sarah and Geneva I felt comfortable but also mindful of
the relationships I had with these families. I didn’t feel exactly nervous, but aware. I
wanted to be respectful and able to continue the relationships I have had through the
years. I was anxious to hear their perspectives, feeling confident that I would see similar
stories to my own transracially/transnationally adoptive family. I also felt I would be a
trusted figure with whom to talk about sensitive issues such as racism. However, the
research taught me some important lessons about my own biases related to TRAAs’
experiences.
Throughout my analysis I looked for evidence of the social construction of a third
space that Bhabha and many others suggest can support the identities of transracially and
transnationally adopted Asian students (Bhabha, 2012; Hübinette, 2004; Witenstein, et
al., 2015). I have looked for evidence of social construction of knowledge and support
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between Sarah’s and Geneva’s birth cultures and their transplanted culture with their
adoptive parents, schools and community. However, I have not seen much evidence of
constructing third spaces by bridge building (Miller, Latham, & Cahill, 2016) nor by
using the students’ funds of identity gained through their journey from their birth culture
to their home culture in their rural Appalachian community. In the following vignettes, I
show how Sarah’s and Geneva’s parents work to construct the “second” or home space
that positions their daughters as blending into the woodwork of Peak County.
Blending into the Home Community
At sporting events and in their honors classes, Sarah and Geneva are typically the
only students of color. It may not seem surprising that the parents of these teenagers
described them as “blending into” local community life. Normality is a goal that most
families seem to want for their children and the teenagers wanted for themselves.
Typically, parents and teens attributed fitting in to personal characteristics, such as
“easygoing” personality with “not a lot of drama” (Geneva) or “not that outgoing” so that
other teens did not likely have the opportunity to “judge” or “treat her different” because
“she simply didn’t put herself out there” (Sarah). The teens themselves seemed to like the
small town feel that was relatively easy to navigate and liked certain teachers who “don’t
exclude or like they don’t have a… they don't have an opinion of that sort of ... like your
ethnicity or something like that” (Sarah, Interview 3, April 18, 2019). For Geneva, her
friends even “…think it's cool, like being adopted and they don't mind really that I'm
adopted. They don't see any difference” (Geneva, Interview 3, 4-10-2019). The fear of
differences is paradoxical because we often view youth as “the change.”
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Passing as phenotypically White was another way that TRAAs and their families
constructed a discourse of blending into rural Appalachia. Hearing this discourse multiple
times during the research caught me off guard at first, so much so that I needed to
confirm my thinking about how we perceived our daughter’s appearance with my
husband. Whitewashing TRAAs’ appearance goes against the advice from experts on
transnational adoption that I had read since before EunAe’s homecoming (e.g., Baden,
2015; Callahan, 2011, Kim, & Hall, 2016). But on reflection, colorblindness is common
in the U.S. (Burke, Jayakumar, & Adamian, 2017; Logan, 2017; Mueller, 2017). In
mainly White communities in particular, race is not a topic that people want to talk about,
and sometimes may pretend they do not even “see” (Pollock, 2004). This happens in the
adoptive community as well, as shown by these examples from my interviews:
Geneva: I don't really look very Asian…
Me: Oh, (surprised) so you don't think you look Asian?
Geneva: I mean, I think a little with like my eyes but uh, I mean, no, not
really. (Geneva, Interview 3, 4-10-2019)
Geneva’s mom also spoke about the fact that, as her daughter grew up, the adults
around her compared her to her mother, a White woman, as a way of diminishing
her ethnicity:
[H]e said, “Lois you know she really doesn't look that Chinese. She kinda
looks like you.” And I said, “Yea, she's much fairer and her eyes are more
round and her natural hair color is lighter than what my natural…” And at
that point in time when Dan Horner is his name, made that comment to
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me. I still dyed my hair, so my hair was real, real, real dark. (Lois,
Geneva’s Mom, 6-25-2018)
This phenomenon also occurred in Sarah’s family, as noted in a conversation with
her father:
John: …The kids that she was playing with, didn't know she was Chinese.
Me: Yeah? They didn't? Why not? I…
John: I mentioned it. They said, "She's Chinese?"
Me: She had mentioned that a lot of people thought she looked like her
mom. So that she didn't look Chinese to them. (John, Sarah’s Dad, 7-102018)
Through our conversations and time together, Sarah and Geneva gave the
impression that they did not want to seek out more information about their birth country.
It is not that they are opposed to such information or activities but it is generally not their
interest at this time. They seemed to enjoy being like everyone else to the greatest extent
possible. Interestingly, the observations of the girls’ school and community activities
bore witness to the fact that these girls are not outwardly recognized in local
conversations as being Asian. No one appears to look at them or treat them differently
from the White students around them. Geneva states that any racism in the community or
school is normally not aimed at her, but others. In this instance, a visiting friend was the
target of racism:
Me: Have you come across, in the community any racism even if it is from
people visiting in the community? …
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Geneva: I haven't but sometimes, in like at Fall Festival, my friend’s brother's
girlfriend, I heard a story that um, she got racial comments at her and the brother
was surprised that people were like this in here. And mom was like, “Yeah.” …
Me: She's not from around here? She had just come in visiting?
Geneva: Yeah, she is Vietnamese.
Me: She's Vietnamese? But you haven't heard anything [racist] like that?
Geneva: No, not toward me, no. (Geneva, Interview 1, 6-25-2018)
As evidenced in Geneva’s characterizations of racism projected towards outsiders but not
herself as a longtime resident of Peak County, the girls’ position is one of being protected
and whitewashed. For example, they state that they are not affected but they seem to pay
little attention to the racism around them unless it is brought to their attention
specifically. Geneva’s mom, Lois, believed that Geneva did not receive much bullying
because of her phenotype, that was her mechanism for “deflecting” any potential racism.
Racism is not a part of the girls’ and families’ vision of Peak County. Instead, it comes in
from “outside.”
Context and Naming the Location of Culture
I spoke to Lois, Geneva’s mom, about choices of culture camps and culture
schools and how they affected her and her children, if at all. When first becoming a
blended cultural family Lois had sought out information about concerns and her choices
as a mother of a TRAA. She spoke to another mother with adopted Asian children about
her concerns and her experiences with adoption and also about culture camps. At this
time Lois was living near Washington, DC. Her friend lived in Brooklyn. Lois explained
the cultural context there:
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Darlene just laughed at me and said, "What are you kidding? I'm from
Brooklyn. My neighborhood is culture camp. My daughter is exposed to
the children next door, they're biracial. Up the street it's, ah, a lesbian
couple with lovely children, so no, she's an American. She lives in
Brooklyn, so I'm not really interested in that because we're a melting pot.”
[Darlene] was...and when she said that I kinda thought well yeah, that is a
different perspective. Instead of being so worried about "Oh my kids are
from China don't they need to know about that?” Well, they're Chinese
Americans. They just happen to be adopted rather than having been born
here. (Lois, Geneva’s Mom, 6-25-18)
This melting pot idea is an old one, one not supported in the adoption community
at large, at least in my experience and in the literature I am familiar with (Baden,
2007; Grotevant, Dunbar, Kohler, & Lash Esau, 2007; Javier, 2007). This makes
it interesting and somewhat surprising to hear how Lois learned how to reframe
and define her children’s identities as Chinese American rather than TRAAs who
have a need to connect with their birth cultures. Lois, who was originally from a
racially and culturally diverse area, moved to this rural Appalachian community
and established an adoption group but did not believe in networking more broadly
to celebrate her children’s birth cultures with the exception of Lunar New Year.
The group that Lois had established locally was originally to bring together
families with like family cultures, transnationally adopted children (specifically
Asian) and their white parents in the area that surrounded Peak County. Events
did not focus on birth culture but more to establish that normalization of White
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parents and TRAA’s as family units. It provided support to parents and
recognition among families in the area. The one holiday celebrated annually was
Lunar New Year. Lois did often bring in information and resources at this time
depending on the year. In the Year of the Snake, participants got to learn more
about snakes from a herpetologist. Another year they performed a dragon dance
with help from a local artist. More often than not, it was a social activity for
parents and children to meet and chat.
Birth Culture: Asset or Add-on?
Both families have had limited exposure to Asian culture since living in
Peak County. They seem to have limited contact with mentors from the Asian
community and do not see the necessity of doing what they consider “going
overboard” towards their children’s birth culture as if they are hesitant to embrace
and remember the Chinese part of Chinese American. Sarah’s father, John,
explained his reasoning related to this issue:
John: We don't go overboard with the culture.
Me: …What do you mean?
John: I mean doing everything. You know like the red envelope. [These
are traditionally filled with money and given out on Lunar New Year to
children in China.] We never done that. We just celebrate New Year’s and
Gotcha Day. [Gotcha Day refers to the day that transracial children arrive
in the United States. This name is disputed among adult TRAA’s as to its
appropriateness]. We usually end up going to a Chinese restaurant because
that's what she likes. (John, Sarah’s Dad, 7-10-2018)
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Geneva’s family echoed a similar tradition on her Gotcha Day. While her
mother, Lois, spoke of the challenges of less opportunity to engage with Chinese
culture in Peak County than their prior urban home. Like John, Sarah’s father,
Lois spoke a lot about Chinese food and festivals in her interview, and much less
about the challenges of drawing on cultural assets and bridging cultural
knowledge. The multicultural literature has long pointed out that food, fashion
and festivals are the “go-to” resources of topical approaches (Au, 2014; Davis,
2007; 2014; Herrera, 2016; Schniedewind & Davidson, 2014). Sarah’s and
Geneva’s families seemed to replicate the same approach that has long been
common in schools. More specifically, families focused on “post card” cultural
approaches, which highlighted engagement with fun yet stereotypical “Small
World” cultural activities. From the girls’ perspective, Geneva explained in her
third interview that she did not speak Chinese, but that she had a “China-themed”
room in her home, where cultural artifacts were displayed. Likewise, in Sarah’s
home, her dance solo photograph was prominently displayed; the dance school
had cast her as the South Pacific Islander Disney Princess, Moana.
Rural “Idyll”- Racism Viewed as Exception, Not the Rule
The safety of their children was a top priority for Sarah’s and Geneva’s
parents. They stressed the safety of the local area as a good place to raise their
children. Fears of the city or outsiders coming from the city disturbing local
tranquility was a theme repeated by both parents and students. Problems always
seemed to arrive from the outside, not the inside. Problems came from the city,
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not the rural area of Peak County. John, Sarah’s dad, commented on an incident
involving outsiders and racism:
John: Well the only thing we came across one time was down at Uno's
[restaurant]. [Sarah] was playing on the outside equipment. And one of the
“touron” [local name given to tourists by combining the words tourist and
moron] kids just looked at her said, "What do you speak?” That was about
it.
Me: So it wasn't even kids around here?
John: No, it wasn't no kids around here. I just told her, I said, “You know,
when you get people out of the area, that's how they act.” (John, Sarah’s
Dad, 7-10-2018)
The mother of Geneva revealed issues with her older TRAA daughter as an
example of out-of-towners being the racists:
So, this had to do with a Schwann truck driver calling her a derogatory
name at her Sally's Restaurant place of work. [Me: “This is Kate?”] Kate,
yea, and she saw me call Schwann's toll free international number and a
few hours later having a conversation with a supervisor out of Valleyview
and getting him fired. He eventually got fired because there had been other
issues with this truck driver also. (Lois, Geneva’s Mother, 6-25-2018)
Geneva’s mother shared in another story that Geneva’s older sister had a problem
while working at a restaurant with a couple from out-of-town who didn’t want a
“foreigner” waiting on them:
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Lois: [T]hen as the young adult working at Sally's Restaurant. And this is
very political but again this is confidential. I'm a very liberal person and at
this point in time, I am ashamed to be an American because of our current
president. So when he was running for president, this was right before he
was elected, Kate at her job was waiting on people, and she, whatever, she
had heard them talking about Trump and then the other couple came in,
whatever, and they basically told the manager… in front of Kate, “I'm not
being waited on by any foreigner!" Now did that manager of this
restaurant defend, ask the people to leave? No, they simply apologized to
Kate that she had to hear something like that. (Lois, Geneva’s Mother, 625-2018)
The families speculated about why the racism was starting to creep into Peak County on
these few occasions, but were hard-pressed to name answers: “I don't know if it’s
ignorance, maybe that is too strong, it’s just because people here haven't been exposed.
They've grown up here and that is just the way it is. I don't know” (Lois, Geneva’s
Mother, 6-25-2018). Although he did see some racism “creeping in” to the county, John
thought that “probably if anything is going to happen it is probably when she goes to
college and she's out of the area” (John, Sarah’s Dad, 7-10- 2018). Besides Geneva’s
example of her Vietnamese friend being targeted, the girls were hard-pressed to discuss
race and racism in their community. In the next section, the participants elaborate on their
dreams and aspirations for the future.
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Where do You Picture You?
Both the parents and the girls discussed the future in their interviews.
Although while in middle school and high school the teens did not seem affected
by the lack of racial diversity, part of them still seemed to crave it. The students
appeared to want to experience more multiplicity by seeking higher education
experiences that included cultural and racial diversity. For the students
themselves, it was a chance to see and operate in the “outside world” as
demonstrated in this data.
Sarah on the future. In the following quote, Sarah expands on how she sees
herself moving into the future:
Me: Where do you picture you? What type of place do you picture
yourself living in the future… and why?
Sarah: I'm trying… I don't know… because I like rural now, but then I
kinda want to go to urban. Maybe they like well, I know that North
Carolina is not really… urban. I'll probably go somewhere urban and then
like move back to rural. But I'm not really sure like where exactly I would
go… Like bigger areas just like to get out of like small areas just to
explore other places. (Sarah, Interview 3, 4-18-2019)
While Sarah was interested in trying out new places yet unsure of the possibilities, her
mother Carol commented on how difficult it would be to let her go because she is “a girl”
and her first child. She hoped that it would be a good adjustment if Sarah would attend a
racially diverse campus like WVU, and not sure what it would be like to go to a new
locale for college that was more racially homogenous, whether Sarah would be accepted
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or not. Ultimately, she believed that was up to Sarah to a large extent, and she worried
how “friendly” she was and how able to make friends she might be (Carol, Sarah’s Mom,
7-10-2018).
Geneva, who has had more experience in cities than Sarah, may have been
influenced by that experience. When speaking of her desire to live in a more diverse area,
she put a unique spin on her experience.
Geneva and her the future. Geneva said after living in a small town, “I
definitely want like more diversity more things to do” (Geneva, Interview 3, 4-10-2019).
When I probed for the reasons she considered moving to DC or Morgantown, as Geneva
suggested she may, she framed the racial context of other places in relation to what she
knew from Peak County. Instead of saying that she craved diversity, she said that she did
not dislike heterogeneity: “I don't dislike not having a community of all one race”
(Geneva, Interview 3, 4-10-2019). When I asked directly if she wished she had more
people who looked like her, she said, “Yeah. Yeah more related to my looks. Um, I mean,
I guess more fitting in. I mean I fit in here too more 'cause I mean, it's not, but it's just
like more common. There's more diversity… and more, I don't know, just options.
(Geneva, Interview 3, 4-10-2019).
Although both girls and their families had suggested that fitting in was not a
problem in Peak County, and indeed, they even looked “White,” they were more unsure
about where their future would lead and why, as is common among teenagers, and
especially middle-schoolers. Yet when asked to compare where they would best “fit in”
from a racial perspective, people seemed to agree that it might be in a more racially
diverse area, although they also saw that more than race mattered in assimilating to new
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contexts and places. Even at an unconscious level these girls are seemingly looking for
that third space where they are able to communicate and express their Asian selves and
their adoptive selves and reconcile it into a wholeness of identity. They have incomplete
identities (Hübinette, 2007). This matches adoptive stories of awareness and searching
that many adult TRAAs have, in my discussions with community experts, expressed.
In the next sections, I demonstrate that these ideas of otherness, Whitewashing, the downplaying of race, and cultural tourism, are reflected in
administrators’ interviews too. I show how the administrators react to race,
culture and ethnicity in their schools and what they feel are the real issues
surrounding diversity and education in Peak County
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Table 4. Teacher/Administrator Demographics - Middle School

Pseudonym

Position/grade

Kind of
interaction

Age

Gender

Race

Highest Degree

Years’
Experience

Focus Group
(FG)

45

Male

White

Master's

15

FG

44

Male

White

Master's

23

FG

50

Female

White

Master's

27

FG and
Interview

51

Female

White

Master's

15

East Peak Middle
School
Ben
Steve

World history
teacher/ 7
Computer teacher/ 68

Maggie

World history
teacher/ 7

Stormy

Science teacher/8

Grace

Librarian/6-8

FG

51

Female

White

Master's

29

Helen

Math teacher/8

FG

70

Female

White

Master's/National
Board Certified

30

Christie

FG

38

Master's

6

FG

48

Female
Cisfemale

White

Mel

Math teacher/7
Language arts
teacher/ 8

White

Master's

6

Ellie

History teacher/8

Interview

Female

White

Master's

25

Addie

ELA teacher/8

Interview

Female

White

Master's +30

16

Cheryl

Principal/East Peak
Middle

Interview

Female

White

Master's +30 Admin
II

24
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Table 5. Teacher/Administrator Demographics- High School

Pseudonym
East Peak
High School

Position/ grade

James

Media/9-12,
English/ 9

Kelly

Counselor/9-12

Tammy

Fanny
Jesse
Morgan

Sandy Rodeheaver

World History/11
Theater I/9-12,
Theater II/10-12,
Set
Construction/9-12,
Spanish I/9-12
Unavailable
Algebra I B,
Geometry,
Algebra II/9-12

Interview
Type

Age

Gender

Race

Highest
Degree

Years’
Experience

Focus
Group
(FG)

42

Male

White

Master's

20

FG
FG and
interview

64

Female

White

2 Master's

25

50

Female

White

Master's

28

Interview

Female

White

Male

White

Master's
Teaching
certificate

21

Interview

46
Early
30s

FG

36

Female

White

Master's
+30

3
12
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Administrators
I interviewed the principal of East Peak Middle School, Cheryl. I also interviewed
the principal of East Peaks High School, Noel. These experienced administrators
provided a broad perspective on the community of Peak County as well as the schools the
girls attended. While I sought to learn more specifically about the context of TRAAs’
lives at secondary school from the principals, they were not certain of specific issues or
examples related to these high-performing students who, consistent with the parents’ and
girls’ own perceptions, seemed to mostly blend in with the other students socially,
culturally, and racially.
The middle school principal, Cheryl, lives in the county next door to Peak, Pespco
County, where she grew up. It is a 50-minute drive each way to and from East Peak daily.
As such, she is much closer to a university community and has everyday experience with
more diversity than what is in Peak County. In Pespco County, the schools are more
diverse as opposed to Peak County. It is closer to a larger city associated with a college.
She has previously taught in that county before coming to Peak County as a special
education teacher. Then she became a vice principal at East Peak High School and then
moved to her current position as principal at East Peak Middle School. She holds a
Master’s degree in Special Education and certification in Administration and
Supervision. She seems to have blended these experiences into her administrative style.
She is more teacher and student-centric than administrative, meaning she looks to find
what she can do for the teachers and students before administration.
Noel, the principal at East Peak High School arrived in the county much
differently. She would be considered more of an “outsider.” She and her husband often
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camp and participate in outdoor activities. That is what initially brought them to the
county. Originally from rural northern Pennsylvania and later moving to the Virginia area
for her first teaching job, she was a music teacher first then a vice principal at a diverse
school which had a Black principal. During the interview she mentioned how she learned
a lot from this colleague and recognized those same opportunities for diversity were not
available for students of color in Peak County. She first became a principal of an
elementary school in the west side of Peak County. Noel holds both her Master’s and
doctoral degrees in Educational Leadership K-12. She follows the laws of the state quite
closely. When working with teachers she is very mindful that staff follow the policies and
procedures and seems to hold staff accountable equally.
In this section, I build on the discussion of TRAA students’ and families’
experiences by highlighting the perceptions of their administrators, discussing the themes
of colorblindness in the secondary schools. I also explore the phenomenon of
“transplants” to the community and their potential impact on TRAAs’ racial identities.
Finally, I discuss how school board policies, procedures, and the national education
context influenced their abilities to promote a culturally sustaining education for TRAAs.
Normative Understandings of Race
The principals did not talk about race as being an important type of diversity in
Peak County. Reflecting on the test and accountability culture of the county, they saw
fewer honors students being produced in recent years, and thus a decline in test scores.
Administrators were forced to strategize around student achievement. High performing
Asian students blurred into this lens on management and organization. Although there are
some culturally diverse students and families within the county, both principals regarded
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this as a small minority of children and instead described the economic and intellectual
divides facing children and families:
I’ve really not seen a great population [of students of color] in school…
Basically I’ve seen a greater division among the breakdown in the
different sections that we have… now we have less honors level kids, less
merit level kids and an increase in the general level… a more wider pot
(sic) in the general numbers. (Cheryl, MS principal, 1-22-2019)
We’ve kept a pretty decent socio-economic diversity as far as we
generally have a pretty high proportion of students that are socially
economically diverse. (Noel, HS principal, 2-27-2019)
Principals often situated themselves between the students and their own state and
local supervisors, and the regulations with which they must comply. Another perspective
that one administrator gave was the influence of state government on their school
decisions:
…I have my own beliefs… but I have to filter that through the federal
lenses of what my job is. And my job is to protect all students, and my job
is to make sure that they all have a safe learning environment. If they’re
not feeling that way, that's problematic. (Noel, HS principal, 2-27-2019)
In this example, the principal foregrounds safety and protection of the students, as per the
policies, but not necessarily to actively create an environment in which the students feel
comfortable and welcomed.
The principals said that while they were uncertain about how TRAAs and other
students perceived living in the county, children craved more cultural experiences. There
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was a sense that this was a “conservative” place in which residents “struggle with
diversity” because it is overwhelmingly White. For TRAAs and other students, that
meant that there was not “access or exposure” to people in their peer group that are of the
same culture. Administrators thought that this lack of exposure to diversity would create
future challenges for the TRAAs. They saw the generally homogeneous cultural context
of Peak County as “difficult to navigate” at times because “there’s insensitive people.”
Without specific strategies for understanding the social and cultural aspects of diverse
communities, the onus is put on the students to be the peacekeepers and change agents. It
appears from the principals’ viewpoint that in order to maintain harmony, TRAAs and
other students of color might first need to blend in:
[School is] the perfect opportunity to also be challenged and to grow and
understand that there are challenges in life and you can learn from them
and grow… (Noel, HS principal, 2-27-2019)
Noel, however, also explained that students of color should also serve as
ambassadors for their race:
…and hopefully educate, would be my goal, the rest of the population to
understand that. We’re all human and we come from different
backgrounds, and it’s okay, and we have the unique fingerprints. (Noel,
HS principal, 2-27-2019)
But underneath the project of creating peaceful schools there was an
acknowledgement that tensions might bubble up:
But I think that obviously, you know, there’s going to be some challenges
inherently just because of the populations. (Noel, HS principal, 2-27-2019)
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In the next section, I discuss further principals’ thinking related to the idea of a
“rural idyll” that TRAAs and their families grappled with as well.
Rural Idyll
Race and racism were major challenges for the people of the area. The biggest
problem mentioned by the middle school principal was drug use:
Drugs… that has been the major shift I’ve seen probably in the past four
or five years…That’s been the biggest, more than divorce, more than
culture, more than employment, more than anything. Yep, I mean I think it
is the root of all evil. (Cheryl, MS principal, 1-22-2019)
Drug use was not associated with a particular race at any time during the
conversation. Instead, it seemed to be seen as a universal problem in the area.
Urban and rural spaces were discussed often by the principals, with principals
characterizing the rural spaces as having more positive attributes. These administrators
hinted at how this rural county tries to rediscover and keep its rural White roots by hiring
into positions of authority those from inside the county those whose views reflect the
local majority and not the local minority:
Cheryl: A lot of them are from here. Even our head of administration,
straight from here. Now prior to Dr. Martin wasn’t. She was from York
County…I mean change can be good, but I think everybody should be
open to new ideas. Just because it’s been the same way for the same time,
it doesn’t mean that's just the way it needs to be all the time.
Me: That’s an issue sometimes?
Cheryl: Sometimes, yeah!
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Me: Because we’ve always done it that way?
Cheryl: Yes, you know what I’m saying! Yeah.
Me: And that’s the way it works?
Cheryl: Yeah. (Cheryl, MS principal, 1-22-2019)
What is the Role of the School Relative to the Rural Idyll?
Although the administrators saw the community as conflicted and drug use as a
major problem, schools were also seen as a “shelter” from the storms that might occur,
again from the outside world:
I think from my perspective the benefit is that our county and our community is
so sheltered that there’s a lot of wonderful things that occur. We have really great
behavior. We have really great, you know, students and teachers and we have this
level of camaraderie because everybody, that you know, if you take race out of it,
there’s that advantageous nature of just being in our county for that reason if that
makes sense…there’s that inclusiveness that you know, we’re all in the EAGLES
family. We’re all EAGLES, you know. We have strong sports programs from
academic programs. So they gain, all students, regardless of race, gain from being
in our community for that reason. (Noel, HS principal, 2-27-2019)
Cheryl, the middle school principal, agreed with the high school principal about the
camaraderie, and shifted the challenges to the natural, individualized nature of child
development:
I like to say that Peak County kids are kind kids. For the most part they
just like one another, get along with each other. Most of the time in the
middle school the root of all evil is between a boy and a girl because they
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don’t want to date each other and someone else is dating him or her!
(Cheryl, MS principal, 1-22-2019)
And although the high school principal foregrounded team spirit, she
acknowledged challenges:
We’re very sheltered, I know when I was working at the elementary
school there were students who had never seen someone that was from
like the African American culture or different culture. Like they had never
experienced an interaction with someone from a different culture. (Noel,
HS principal, 2-27-2019)
Children arriving in the county from outside Peak were seen as a problem
specifically if they were from the city and clung to “ideas from the city.” For example,
when speaking about the racial mix in their schools, the principals agreed that the slight
increase in racial diversity over the years has been from increased foster care placements
of students from Baltimore. These students are associated with services and needs that
require time and resources from schools and administrators:
I’ve had a few more students over the course of the last seven years that
are joining our population from different backgrounds, diverse
backgrounds. …Most of the ones that we do have here have been a
transfer through foster placement of DJS [Department of Juvenile
Services]… I know directly over the past 11 year they have been through
those agencies. (Cheryl, MS principal, 1-22-2019)
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The administrators explained in their interviews that the demographic shift
affected relations. Children sometimes contributed to an insensitive environment
at school, according to the administrators:
It’s really a small portion of people, in my opinion, that just have their
mindset of a certain way and they are in a rural location and they don’t
have a lot of diversity around them. And for whatever reason they have
insensitive mindsets relative to that but, I mean, I have had students that
have been insensitive to students. It’s not a lot and it’s not on a regular
basis, but there’s, and those same insensitive people are in the city too. It’s
just I haven’t experienced that. (Noel, HS principal, 2-27-2019)
Throughout these conversations about demographic shifts and race relations,
TRAAs are not seen to require this amount of labor and care as the new students,
often Black students, who entered Peak County in recent years. In the racial
equation, TRAAs seemed to become displaced to a degree in the minds of
administrators because they simply were not discussed or thought of in the
context of racial changes and challenges.
Deflecting Race
Race and racism were mentioned occasionally by principals as they discussed the
community, but much less when talking about their schools. In schools, race and racism
was constantly downplayed. Principals deflected discussions of race by demoting it to
“name-calling,” “a love triangle,” “a problem,” or “joking.” This is the so-called
“drama” that is often not identified as bullying by teens:
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[W]hat most teens consider bullying is not the same as adults. For
teenagers, it is not bullying if rumors circle online and both parties are
contributing and fighting back. This is called drama… this definition is
that there must be a difference of power and it must be repetitive and
ongoing. (Deogracias, 2015)
Teens negate the importance of these situations and in direct reference, so do teachers
and administrators (Dennen et al., 2018). These issues also can point to outside social
media or television as the ultimate problem causing conflict:
We had an incident where a student flew off the handle on social media.
(It) had nothing to do with some of East Peak High School, but it
happened outside in our community, and it bled into our school. This
individual was in our office before the bell rang because she knew she said
something that she should not have said and the wrath of the people, both
cultures, because we have a large population that obviously we have
Caucasian and then we have minorities and that’s a lower population.
(Cheryl, MS principal, 1-22-2019)
“Bleeding into the school” and provoking a “wrath” at school was one example of
racism coming in from the outside. Another was a conflict in which a student of
color was positioned by the principal as both perpetrator and outsider:
Back at West Peak High School we had a student who was… transplanted,
who was into an issue with a student on a bus… I think the ultimate was
they were arguing over whose boyfriend belonged to who… Then you
have the conversation with the African-American girl, who’s the
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transplant here and she goes, “Well if I’m saying that among my own kind
it’s fine, but what I’m saying to a White girl, she’s trash!”… So it’s a very
interesting dynamic talking to the two, the girls. (Cheryl, MS principal, 122-2019)
In this case, the problem was that the administrator viewed the important dynamic
as understanding the differences between the students more so than advocating for an
anti-racist learning environment. In carefully considering the patterns in my data, it seems
that those in power did not want change from the outside that might create conflict and
misunderstandings. There is no space for social justice when the focus is on surveilling or
stopping bullying for the short term rather than a deep and long-term focus on social
justice. Humans typically see no need to change when things are good and perceived as
even better than the outside world. In middle and high school, students will interact with
a wide variety of adults. Most of these adults are their teachers. Teachers hold great
influence in the areas of students’ perspectives about themselves, their capabilities, and
their future. Administrators guide TRAAs and other students and in some important ways
serve to shape school with the policies they make and the tone they set. But teachers have
significant influence in the classroom.
Teachers
In this section, I consider how the teachers saw themselves and their students,
particularly TRAAs, within the negotiated spaces of race and class in rural Appalachia.
I had the privilege of talking with Sarah’s and Geneva’s middle and high school teachers,
respectively. I met with them individually as well as in focus group interviews.
Throughout the months I spent interviewing them the adage, “People show you who they
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are” continually came to mind because the teachers used many rich examples and
metaphors to show the complexities and tensions in their thinking about race in a rural
Appalachian community. During the interview process, I noticed how the teachers were
constantly evaluating, reflecting and trying to work out how what I asked reflected on
their practice and how what they said would be taken and used. They seemed to be very
open in their answers although they also appeared to think they really didn’t have much
to say. The truth was they had very much to say.
In this section, I discuss the middle and high school teachers’ themes of how they
viewed TRAAs in the context of the community, how they perceived middle and high
school students generally to perceive TRAAs, and why.
The Blessing of TRAAs
For teachers, the idea of adoption is a vague one, as they rarely have been active
participants in the triad of birth family, child, and adopted family, especially at the
middle and high school levels. To further complicate this concept is the addition of both
transracial and transnational children into the mix. Teachers in this study have made
several assumptions about TRAAs and adoption in their schools. The literature on
adoption shows that every child of adoption suffers from the trauma of loss and
separation, even in adolescence (Bartholet, 2006; Debiec, 2018; Javier, 2007).
In this data, however, students were viewed as a blessing to their families because the
children were chosen by parents and therefore likely only to have positive experiences in
their homes, which may transfer to school.
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I'm thinking are you referring to average intelligence, well adjusted, for
whatever reason you were adopted and you were brought here by a sane,
stable family… (Grace, MS Focus Group, 3-20-2019)
This teacher, Grace, contrasted the blessing of TRAAs’ adoption to the “other”
way that teachers could receive students of color in their classes, which made the
“blessing” relative:
…as opposed to, we just pulled you out of Baltimore because your
parents are somewhere or nowhere anymore. And we're going to put you
up here. (Grace, MS Focus Group, 3-20- 2019)
In just one case in the study, a teacher discussed that a TRAA might incur some
distress through the adoption questions asked to them by other students. In my data, this
was not viewed as a real issue to be concerned about:
Ellie: Every once in a while [another student] maybe, you know, they
might bring up [adoption]. Well, "Do you know your background?" "Do
you know where, you know, your biological parents are from?" Once in a
while. Not too much, just out of curiosity. (Ellie, MS teacher, 1-16- 2019)
Adoption itself, at whatever age, is a trauma. It does not matter to what
extent the child can have “good” adoptive parents and still have issues that spring
from adoption. Older children are known to have trauma of separation but infants
can also suffer attachment issues (Javier et. al. 2007; Jerng, 2010; Tigervall, &
Hübinette, 2010). Transracial adoption adds another layer to this complicated
issue because trauma can manifest itself through other possible issues like
attachment disorders, or anxiety that often does not appear until teen years. (Javier
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et. al., 2007). Children of transracial adoption can face racism or not, but even just
looking different affects perceptions about themselves socially and culturally.
The need to reconcile the different parts of themselves and their positionality
amongst others in their peer group is a trauma while often deemed “blessed.”
(Schwartz, Luyckx, & Vignoles, 2011; Tigervall, & Hübinette, 2010). Being
“blessed” promotes a negative view of self in that obviously America was the
better place to be so their birth country becomes part of a deficit view of the child
and xenophobia is reinforced.
Blending In
The ability to blend in socially and phenotypically was brought up by teachers as
a positive for adoptees and children of color overall. Based on the teachers’ data that
follows and as seen in the students’ and families’ perceptions earlier, becoming one of us
was an important factor for success in the community. Once that was broken in any form,
entrance into the community could be lost. TRAAs had an advantage in some sense
because they typically grew up in Peak County. But for other adopted students in the
county, identity was different in some ways, as teachers noticed:
She was adopted. She was part Black but she looked White. The kids all
through elementary school and all through the middle school thought she
was White. Well, somehow it came out when she got into high school that
she was part Black and it was then kind of the, "Well, who do I date
now?" kind of thing that she ran into. (Helen, MS Focus Group, 3-202019)
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This misunderstanding about identity was confusing and difficult for the child, yet
something the teachers felt uncomfortable with yet unequipped to support. Again,
this need for students to be homogeneous, part of the sameness of neoliberalism,
is used as protection. The teachers continued their conversation by discussing
another child who was White, yet adopted internationally. He also experienced
challenges:
Grace: Todd Smith was adopted from Russia when he was probably five.
And, I remember in seventh grade him saying one day, "My mother didn't
want me so they sent me here." And I thought, "No, they don't just pick a
number. Someone wanted you.”
Maggie: …chooses you.
Grace: And for the longest time, and I honestly think that has affected his
behavior and that he feels unwanted and that was something you didn't
want to talk about, didn't want to deal with you just knew that his mother
hated him and she had sent him away. And I always think, “Wow, that is
not something I'm going to want to talk about. I think adopting is such a
personal... maybe you wouldn't want to talk about maybe you wouldn't
want people to know any more than they... (MS Focus Group, 3-20-2019)
At this point in the focus group, teachers had some sudden realizations. First, they saw
that transnational adoptions can come with unknown complications and secondly, it
became apparent that teachers are ill prepared to talk about those complications. Both
teachers, Grace and Maggie, wanted to look at adoption as a “blessing” rather than the
losses that the child was actually feeling. Talking about feelings felt like they might be
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intruding because “adopting is such a personal [thing].” This deflection, is rooted in the
topics and feelings brought up in the discussion. In this next section, a teacher brings up
that Todd can get away with not talking because he is White, which is confusing too.
Helen starts to process the complexities of being adopted internationally, the knowns and
unknowns are part of the puzzle:
Helen: But he can get away with it because he doesn't look different than
the rest of the kids here.
Grace: Right.
Helen: Where an Asian kid…
Grace: Right, you're right. (MS Focus Group, 3-20-2019)
In reality, there is no choosing a child, children are placed with a family in
transnational adoptions. In a transnational adoptive family, the children can often “blend”
into White families because for many years, as mentioned in Chapter Two Russia and
other European countries were the birthplaces of transnational children; therefore, many
transnationally adopted children are White. When a teacher states, “But he [a White
transnationally adopted boy] can “get away with it” because he doesn't look different than
the rest of the kids here” she also suggests that on the flip side, transracially adopted
children cannot blend into White America because of their skin color. But Grace goes on
to share how Todd still has effects of international adoption trauma, yet then dismisses
them:
Grace: In seventh grade [Todd, a Russian adoptee] said one day, "My
mother didn't want me so they sent me here" and I thought, "No, they don't
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just pick a number. Someone wanted you.” ((MS Focus Group, 3-202019)
I interpret this quote to show how blending in can be used to dismiss the effects of
transnational adoption trauma even when the child is White.
Model Minorities-Plus
The TRAAs in this study were constantly referred to by the teachers as
“exemplary students”. This fits with the model minority stereotype. But, they were not
immigrants and they had not often moved to Peak County from other places. They had
grown up in Peak County and they were considered to be “well established” in the
community. One teacher alluded to assets, such as blending in and being stellar students,
as skills that should be acquired in to order to succeed at school, skills that Sarah and
Geneva exhibited:
The [TRAA] students… who weather [adoption] well, are the students
who are well socialized, who have supportive parents, who are involved in
the school, and have good social skills. (Kelly, HS Focus Group, 3-262019)
Some teachers stated that the TRAA students they worked with blended into the
community so well they were “one of us” or part of the “White club”. Perhaps they are
the “other White people” in the crowd, as Asians in general are often characterized to be
in the U.S. The following data shows additional teachers’ perspectives on the two girls
studied. Sarah was portrayed as a model:
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I think she’s [Sarah] been brought up to…she’s very confident. The kids
are very accepting… I guess because they’ve known her from such an
early age. (Ellie, MS Focus Group, 3-20-2019)
As was Geneva:
I think she’s [Geneva] had amazing support not only from home, but from
community. That never once has she been thought of as adopted. Never
once has she been thought of as anything less than at home and belonging.
So, I think, I think she's very, very, fortunate in that. (Jesse, HS Focus
Group, 3-26-2019)
Referencing how “fortunate” she is replicates how blessed and gifted she
is, fitting in and being “whitewashed” to be one of us. To be whitewashed in this
instance is like the fence in Tom Sawyer, but metaphorically painted over with a
wide brush to become more White in both action and thought. But in this case, the
extreme of whitewashing is to negate Asian features to say they look White too
(Chevalier, 2016; Norris, n.d.; Pyke & Dang, 2003). A hallmark of the model
minority status is growing up in a two parent home. However, being told you
belong is very different from actually belonging.
That particular child, [Geneva]... She carries no accent that I can perceive.
She's a beautiful child to look at. She's a talented child, gymnastically
talented and her skills, like you can see, she's super optimistic and upbeat,
so I think that she has put some skills in her own corner that's made it
easier for her here and easier socially. (Fanny, HS teacher, 1-24-2019)
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The “skills” she has acquired seem to resemble some of those represented as a model
minority: smart, hard-working, self-reliant, obedient, uncomplaining and never in need of
assistance (University of Texas Austin, Counseling and Mental Health Center, 2020).
This negates the possibilities that these skills are representative of all races, not just
whites. These expectations and skills can also mask many hidden problems, the least of
these being problems when a TRAA does not match the model minority or is indeed not
having educational needs met because they are assumed to be doing fine.
I don't think she [Geneva] sees herself, I personally don't think she sees
herself as a minority. …I don't see it. (Tammy, HS teacher, 1-8-2019)
This ability to not “see”, to be colorblind, is a gift only to White people (Burke,
Jayakumar & Adamian, 2017). Not seeing color seems like a positive, but actually color
is a negative. One wouldn’t want to have a child looked upon as less than White because
White is the norm.
The teachers in this study used particular discursive practices to construct TRAAs
as White. Teachers would connect back to other TRAA’s with whom they had
experiences. Using this information seemed to also justify and establish their points of
acceptance and lay the groundwork for erasing negativity towards Asian adoption and
any effects of racism:
She’s [Geneva] very similar to the student [Rachel, an older TRAA who
has graduated and is now in college] that I have mentored… Neither one
of them [Geneva or Rachel] know limitation from diversity. Which I so
admire… Never once has that young lady [Geneva] said, “I'm different
than anybody” or I've never heard her say anything about, no comments
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about race, or about challenges or even about being adopted. …I just, I'm
amazed that never once… have I verbally seen or emotionally seen, “Hey,
I'm different,” or “I'm, I don't get equal opportunity because I'm
different… or people think less of me because I'm different.” (Jesse, HS
teacher, 3-5-2019)
Jesse uses this ideal to not only portray these students, Rachel and Geneva,
as perfect students but also negates the rights of other minorities to have problems
with race. By invoking the myth of the meritocracy—that if TRAAs can “do it”
anyone can—the teacher takes up Whiteness and its fragility. She denies the
effects of structural and institutional racism on students of color and their
families. Although Geneva and Sarah were discussed by their teachers as model
minorities-plus because they were beyond ideal. But, as I have experienced as the
mother of a TRAA and as the following data hints at, the assumption that all is
well internally or externally can be deceiving, as one teacher realized in an
inconsistency through personal experience:
My niece, my sister’s niece and nephew are adopted from Asia and they
seemed popular, what I could see, but they said they were bullied in
school for their ethnicity. (Maggie, MS Focus Group, 3-20-2019)
Teachers may assume that because a student blends so well into the classroom their race
has no effect on them. Teachers’ thoughts on the identity of their community, themselves,
their students and specifically the TRAAs was revealing of how their positioning in the
community supported this super-normalizing racial discourse, reinforcing the one also
constructed in families.
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Rural “Idyll”- Contextualizing Racism
Like the other participant groups, the teachers spoke about various threats to the
peaceful bucolic nature of Peak County coming in from the outside. The seasonal
residents in the resort areas and the college students that came to the county to work in
these resorts changed the demographics for three months of the year. As middle school
teacher Ellie said, “You know you can't keep the outside world from coming in.” Having
the outsiders each summer, however, meant that students and community members were
exposed to diverse individuals in a cyclical fashion. Teachers also recognized, “I think of
Peak County as being about very White conservative people who don’t venture out a lot”
(Stormy, MS teacher, 1-14-2019). Following on this idea, teachers believed that there
was an ignorance towards people of color ignorance that “starts in the home a lot of
times” (Addie, MS Focus Group, 3-20-2019). Several teachers made comments similar to
this one:
I would say we have a large population of ignorance as well. So, I think as
a disadvantage for a child of color, they would probably be prone to
getting some misuse not just in school, but in all areas of their lives. (Mel,
MS Focus Group, 3-20-2019)
The ignorance from some of the White families that the teachers identified
seemed to stem from stereotypes that were reinforced by examples within the
community. Specifically, teachers “blamed the victim”. They stated that TRAAs
galvanized the stereotypes that others had about them because they actually did
(in the teachers’ minds) fit the model minority stereotype to a tee.
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Blame the victim. Blaming TRAAs as the victims of their positioning was one
strategy that the teachers mentioned:
They're so smart. Okay. I do hear that, about the family in our, the Chinese
family in our community and those kids are smart, you know. And so,
because they may fit that stereotype, they helped propel it without
meaning to maybe? I also think that generally our Caucasian students are a
little bit more ignorant about what are the stereotypes because they just
don't have exposure to these other cultural groups. (Fanny, HS teacher, 124-2019)
The results of this ignorance in the community can have harsh consequences.
Demonizing difference. As I explained in the sections about the students,
families, and administrators, alienating and ostracizing differences were not uncommon
in Peak County. Although Geneva and Sarah seemed to experience little overt bullying
directed at themselves, dysconscious as well as targeted racism seemed to be on the
increase. One of the teachers explained why she thought this was:
Some of those folks are just being plain out afraid. You know, “Oh the
gangs are coming!” and anyone Mexican has to be a part of it… that
whole South of the United States culture. And, so, I think it’s a lot of
paranoia. And of course we know that transfers from parents to children.
And, so, when you are afraid of something it’s easier to make fun of it.
(Stormy, MS teacher, 1-14-2019)
Not only were outsiders a perceived threat to the rural “idyll” but so were insider
groups that historically have organized against difference.
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And there's, there's a group, there's a group brewing in Peak County.
That's under, they're not brewing. They've been here for a long time, that
are White supremacist. They just are. And the children of those people
come here. And then you know, I've heard it said in the lunchroom, "We
hang Niggers here." And that's, I'm sorry (starting to cry). That's like real,
that poor child [black/biracial student in cafeteria] you know and I just feel
like it's got to be super hard. I don't see those children [minorities in the
school including black/biracial and TRAA’s] get dates to homecoming,
honestly. I think it would be miserable. (Fanny, HS teacher, 1-24-2019)
These teachers’ comments recounting the tensions and challenges in what seemed
to be such a peaceful and protected community are similar to those of the families
and the administrators. These ideas disrupt the myth that Peak County is a
protected space for all children and families. In the next section, I will discuss the
diverse viewpoints of the teachers related to how they saw their students’ racial
identities.
Teachers’ Perspectives of the Students’ Racial Identities
The teachers spoke often in their interviews about youths’ socialization in the
rural context. Several themes suggested processes that the teachers saw as shaping
youths’ racial identities.
“Small world”. Teachers on several occasions referred to the rural idyll as a
“small world”. This phrase has Disneyesque connotations. The teachers expressed that
the “small world” they live in was not just a physically small town or small community,
but rather the fact that many students never leave that community for most of their lives,
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“…their world is very small. For a lot of our students their worlds are very small. They
don’t get out of the county very often” (Ben, MS Focus Group, 3-20-2019). Following
the literature on the rural brain drain in which teachers’ mission is to push the best and
brightest students out of the local community for more opportunity (Carr & Kefalas,
2009, 2010), several teachers made comments like this one:
Some of them, they don’t even know that you know, our neighboring
county is a different county. Like, “Oh, I just thought that city was still
part of my county and like it just kind of opens their eyes a little bit… It’s
sad, some of them… (Addie, MS Focus Group, 3-20-2019)
Speaking from experiences from when I taught fourth grade I witnessed this
firsthand. I had a student who lived with his parents and brother in a home that had a dirt
floor. I had the opportunity to take him to Baltimore along with his mother. He had never
seen the bay or ridden on a boat. The best part of his day was riding the water taxi.
Another student on a different trip to Baltimore commented, “There are certainly a lot of
Black people here, Miss Wilson [my maiden name].” These experiences have always
reminded me how small the students’ world is in Peak County.
Qualified acceptance. According to teachers, their students seemed to become
more open to differences amongst their peers even though, as stated throughout this
section on teachers’ perspectives, there were certainly racial challenges within the
county. This was a hopeful observation within the research.
I noticed kids in my opinion today are more... welcoming of, just with the
different …the change in the whole United States. It just seems our society
is changing and I feel like I'm seeing it here. Changes where people are
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more accepting of those who are a little different from them. …Special ed
kids, the ones I have now nobody ever points out that they receive extra.
Or that their test might have to be read to them. …And they don't say, in
the past when we regarded inclusion, it was a much bigger deal. Like
"Why did they get this read to them ?" (Tammy, HS teacher, 1-8-2019)
However, this example was limited to disability rather than an acceptance of
racial differences. In that sense, it was qualified:
The one advantage I think in Peak County is that we still have relatively
nice kids here. So, I mean when I talk to counselors and some other
schools, and they are daily putting out fires because it is constant battles
going on in the school. … our problems are not at the scale that I've heard
of from some schools in urban areas. (Kelly, HS Focus Group, 3-26-2019)
This example seems to qualify that disruptions in this county were few
compared to urban areas. This seems to parallel literature that links notions of
chaos and danger to conceptual Blackness and notions of innocence to Whiteness
(Goff, Jackson, Di Leone, Culotta, & DiTomasso, 2014).
Developmental levels. Middle school and high school teachers viewed their
students’ attitudes towards race and social inclusion differently. The middle school
teachers believed that the age level leant itself towards problematic thinking due to
immaturity. The high school teachers stated that their students grouped themselves by
different categories, yet race was not one of the categories mentioned:
Students separate themselves by all kinds of labels… “That's the prep
group” and, “This is the this group, and this is that group, and that's the
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redneck group”… and there's a certain amount of association and
belonging to doing that I think, but there's also some… students who are
more accepting than others and some are not. They're going to run into
kids who are not accepting of their differences.” (Kelly, HS Focus Group,
3-26-2019)
The small world realities of students, their qualified acceptance of
differences, and unique developmental levels revealed that there were no clear
patterns or processes through which teachers viewed their students’ perspectives
on race. From these questions, it was difficult to tease out answers as to how
typical students viewed TRAAs and other students of color. As we saw in the
discussion of students’ and families’ treatment of race, the teachers also seemed
to deflect discussions of race related to their students, yet in a different way.
Classroom Challenges
The individual and focus group interviews with the teachers brought up
five unique challenges for the classroom that, if addressed, would support
TRAAs’ identities and learning, and indeed these challenges impact all students
such that addressing them might better support all learners.
Challenge 1. Assuming assimilation of TRAAs. The first challenge was
a deep and pervasive understanding that because TRAAs have grown up in Peak
County since they were very young, they and the community has had sufficient
time for “total assimilation” (Tammy, HS teacher, 1-8-2019), such that they are
“typical” students and community members. A teacher named Jesse put it
humorously:
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It's like a dog thinking it's a cow. You know, or a duck thinking it's a dog.
You hear those stories and it's not that I'm equating children to animals.
But it's the dog doesn't know any different and the duck doesn't know any
different. Just how they were raised. (Jesse, HS teacher, 3-5-2019)
Jesse’s metaphor reveals the double-consciousness of teachers—that they are
aware to a degree that the context of “assimilation” affects the ways in which they
view TRAAs as “White”. It is a challenge for teachers to know how to act on the
knowledge that assimilation may distort children’s identities and realities. It also
supports the need for teachers and schools to support heterogeneity of students
and ideas instead of homogeneity.
Challenge 2. Deflecting race talk affects TRAAs. Race talk has been a
major theme in the teacher’s data, as it also was for the students/families and
administrators. I found that the challenge for teachers around race talk was
balancing how to respect all ideas and opinions, to remain a focus on academic
learning, and to bound the teacher’s role (to teach academics as efficiently as
possible) and the administrator role (to deal with race talk). In the context of an
intensified emphasis on testing and accountability for academic knowledge. There
were three processes that teachers used to deflect race talk that I will explain next.
“Americanism”. Identifying as “American” rather than a particular racial
or ethnic background has been a common political strategy in Appalachia related
to Whiteness and instantiating cultural homogeneity in a region that has long been
oppressed due to the extractive industries and positioning of poor and working
class individuals, mainly White, related to these industries (Anglin, 2016).
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Homogenizing students was common amongst teachers in Peak County, as in the
data below:
[TRAAs]… they have American values. They have American mindsets.
They don't… think any different… Culturally, they're not… too different.
So… a lot of students just either don't care to notice or have chosen not to
notice. (Jesse, HS teacher, 3-5-2019)
Jesse’s explanation that students have not chosen to notice race is provocative in
that, as teachers like Jesse talk about race, they begin to realize that they hadn’t noticed
race or culture and its effects on them and on students.
Tangled up in “diversity”. Another mechanism for deflecting the
conversation away from race was to grapple with meanings of diversity, asking,
“What is diversity?” When I mentioned that in the context of TRAAs I was
primarily interested in race, but the teachers would often unconsciously switch to
other “safer” identity markers, for example: “[Diversity] is being different but in
my eyes academically and emotionally and psychologically there's no such thing
as diversity” (Jesse, HS teacher, 3-5-2019). By doing this, I felt they were
avoiding discussing racial differences and thus making race itself an unacceptable
topic. The challenge is supporting teachers to understand the intersectional nature
of diversity while still understanding how race matters in the lives of TRAAs and
their families, as well as for rural Appalachian schools and communities—it is
both/and thinking as opposed to one way or the other, but the analysis needs to be
understood in context.
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Trading culture talk for race talk. The final mechanism that teachers used
for deflecting race talk was to trade it with culture talk as a means of deflection.
For example, in a discussion with a teacher about race, she shifted the
conversation to highlight how great TRAAs sharing their birth language and
culture could be:
I had one website that a student made… completely in Chinese. I had no
idea what it says. She got a hundred percent on her website. … But you
know other students got to see her make that and ask questions. So that
was really good for people physically directly around her and I was
excited about it as a teacher, you know. (Jesse, HS teacher, 3-5-2019)
Some teachers have tried but given up on lessons about different cultures or
related to culture:
So, I feel it’s kind of double-edged when we say we should do cultural
lessons because you can teach kids about other cultures and you can talk
about tolerance and acceptance, but you can’t change the attitude [of
prejudiced students]. … So … you deal with it straight…. I think… that’s
how we address it. (Grace, MS Focus Group, 3-20-2019)
Grace’s example is that the approach has shifted to not actively teaching about
cultural knowledge in the classroom because it may bring on a wave of microaggressions afterwards.
Challenge 3. Exoticizing particular differences affects TRAAs.
Interestingly, while TRAAs were seen as assimilated into the community and thus
beyond the fray of teasing and bullying, as we have seen in Challenge 2 above
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and other data, this is not the case. There was a parallel identity process for
students who were immigrants new to Peak County, for example some new
immigrants and foreign exchange students. Their entrance was seen as novel and
they were unique and worldly, thus they were not teased by other students
according to the teachers. Instead, they were seen as “cool” like Brian, a student
who travels to visit extended family in Peru each year, as multiple teachers
mentioned:
Isn't it interesting that students who come from other countries as
exchange students are seen as exotic and interesting? And students who
are here all the time are discriminated against. (Fanny, HS teacher, 1-242019)
If we have someone who is… from a different culture, sometimes they’re
the cool kid, because everybody wants to learn or hear them speak their
native language. (Tammy, HS Focus Group, 3-26-2019).
In the data that follows, the influence of the news media on white fragility have
also impacted the area, according to teachers. They have noticed that some of President
Trump’s policy agenda items such as building the wall between the U.S. and Mexico, and
the separation of children and families at the U. S. /Mexican border have shaped how
students view, and unfortunately bully, the small Mexican immigrant population in the
county:
The name-calling and the racial slurs towards the Mexicans, seem to be
more prominent. And I believe those children actually dropped out of
several activities because of that situation. And I really think a lot of that
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had to do with… the news stories, the media. (Stormy, MS teacher, 1-142019)
Another participant, Fanny (HS teacher, 1-24-2019), mentioned that media and
news stories also influence the ways in which Black students are treated by other
students. In this, it seems that TRAAs seem to be forgotten at times when it
comes to potential bullying and harassment as they are positioned between the
“cool” newcomers and those that are demonized in the media. Challenge 4,
presented below, addresses specifically how bullying takes place for TRAAs in
“the middle.”
Challenge 4. Bullying TRAAs is minimized. Many teachers in the study
looked at racial name-calling as a small offense and often dismissed it as such
instead of labeling it the “microaggression” that is a driving force behind racial
tensions in US society today. The following examples from teachers’ interviews
illustrate their thinking that racial name-calling towards TRAAs is a normal
behavior for secondary students:
…I have children who make an inappropriate false Chinese type language
and say things like “ching chong” and that kind of stuff. So that’s a norm
in my opinion that I’ve seen in just two years. (Mel, MS Focus Group, 320-2019)
All I've really seen is name calling, but that's not something that I had to
speak to kids about. It's also not something that happens frequently and it's
not necessarily something, it's not like I'm disciplining over that more than
anything else. (Morgan, HS Focus Group, 3-26-2019)
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Unfortunately, because TRAAs “get lost” in the middle of new immigrant
students and exchange students who are “cool” and the African American
students who are often demonized in the media and society, when bullying occurs
towards TRAAs, it seems to be minimized by teachers.
Challenge 5. Teachers do teaching, administrators do race. As we saw
in challenge three above, teachers have several strategies for deflecting race talk
at school. Deflecting race talk generally seemed to position teachers as “innocent”
regarding the responsibility to teach for social justice around race and to insist
that all students respect each other. Indeed, from the interviews I found that the
teachers at the secondary level were overwhelmingly opposed to teaching about
race and racism in class. When the idea of facing racism and talking about it in
class occurred, a reverberating “no” rang out. The teachers strongly believed that
teaching about race and racism directly in middle and high school made the
students think about race and racism, which then stirred them to use racist
language towards their peers. There was one teacher, James, who was at first
hesitant to do a civil discourse lesson in his class, but when he did he found that
the students responded very well. By and large, however, the teachers were
opposed to teaching about race and racism:
In the middle school, you teach a lesson, they walk out of the room, and
they start making fun of them. I think you actually point the spotlight, as
one of you said. (Steve, MS Focus Group, 3-20-2019)
Why would we draw attention to something we don’t want the students to
draw attention to? (Stormy, MS Focus Group, 3-20-2019)
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Studies continue to show that talking about race and social justice lessons
are what are needed in schools to promote students’ knowledge of social context
and to promote thoughtful, peaceable social change within society (Chubbuck &
Zembylas, 2016; Dell'Angelo, 2014; Gonzalez, 2017). It is ironic, then, that
teachers in general completely removed race from the classroom as much as
possible, shifting the burden of dealing with extreme racial slurs and aggressive
behaviors to the administration, as stated in this quote:
Because we have no training on how to deal with a problem like that.
What do you do? If a student says, "We hang Niggers here" we send them
to the office. (Fanny, HS Teacher, 1-24-2019)
Because teachers don’t seem to address this racism in the classroom either
directly or through socially just education it is often left to the office to handle. However,
Fanny pointed out that something more is needed to be done here for the students, beyond
sending them to the administration for discipline:
That's what we do and that's not enough. That's not enough. That didn't
help that child. I mean if anything that made it worse. (Fanny, HS
Teacher, 1-24-2019)
Fanny, like James, saw the need for learning how to bring discussions and
teaching on race and racism into the secondary classroom; in their eyes, it was not
only about discipline, but about a lifelong learning opportunity. These teachers’
insights show an opportunity for developing race talk in Peak County.
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Summary
Throughout this chapter I have told of three perspectives; families’
(TRAAs’ and parents’), administrators’, and teachers’ perspectives. The TRAAs
and their families spoke of the normal American lives their daughters lived. The
girls themselves spoke of blending in and having few challenges outside of
typically teenage issues. The administrators in this chapter were recognized as the
peacekeepers and negotiators of their buildings. As the leaders they too seemed to
view TRAAs’ challenges as nonissues. Indeed, there were bigger problems such
as drugs. Administrators were also the guardians of policy and conveyed that
policy down from state and local officials to students and staff. They viewed their
students as overall “nice kids.” Teachers, by far, had the most to say in this study.
Teachers often viewed race as challenging, both discussing it and dealing with
issues that come up in school and particularly the classroom. Teachers often
viewed TRAAs as doing well in the school. When asked directly about race issues
they would deflect the conversation to other more problematic issues. When
dealing with race it was expressed that those issues were handled by the office
and school policy. Again, we have “nice kids.” Race issues are few and far
between, until they’re not.
In my final chapter I will discuss the findings, implications and conclusions that I
look forward to sharing with my teaching community in Peak County. It is my hope that
we can work together to support children, families, and each other through additional
education, dialogue, and learning about race in the context of TRAAs and more
generally.
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Chapter 5: Discussion, Implications, and Conclusion
This final chapter of the dissertation seeks to “tie together” to the greatest extent
possible what was learned in this project through a discussion of the findings that were
presented in Chapter Four connecting these with the broader literature. Then, I provide
insights on the implications of this work for theory, methodology, policy and most
importantly practice with local educators in the community. My hope is that some of
these implications may have generative value for similar communities seeking to support
TRAAs, and all students. Finally, I share my conclusion with my readers.
Discussion of the Findings
I started this study thinking that my participants would think similarly to me and
that together we might figure out a way to support TRAAs at school and in our
community. As the mother of a TRAA, I assumed that the parents of other TRAAs would
think similarly to me, and have similar ideas about raising a TRAA in rural Appalachia.
As a teacher, I assumed that administrators and teachers would more easily acknowledge
racism in the community as TRAAs were affected by it. I was unprepared for the work of
constantly confronting Whiteness through this study. Although I thought of myself as an
insider—to the community, to the local schools, and to TRAAs—I realized that in many
ways I was an outsider to TRAA’s beyond my own daughter, EunAe. Perhaps all of this
should not have been surprising to me as my impressions were cultivated from nearly 16
years of being EunAe’s mom. Without literature addressing TRAAs in rural Appalachia,
the lived realities of our family naturally generalized to my participants and beyond.
What I learned in this study, then, is a beginning point for me to step beyond my own
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field of vision and an invitation for others to use this data as a starting place for their
own.
Two research questions were addressed in this qualitative case study. The first
question asked how Transracially Adopted Asian (TRAA) youth see themselves within
the contexts they negotiate in rural Appalachia, and the second question asked how
educators in this context support transnationally adopted children and their families.
These questions produced robust yet complicated answers that were in many ways
unexpected. Through field research and work with four participant groups (students,
parents, administrators, and teachers) I believe that I was able to answer these questions.
How Did Students See Themselves?
The two adolescent girls who were central to this study taught me a lot about their
experiences with race in rural Appalachia. I discussed their experiences at length in the
previous chapter. However, the most important finding was that they seemed to discount
and ignore race and ethnicity. They did not appear to be comfortable talking about race
and deferred racial issues as what happens to “others” but not them. The two TRAAs
studied were surrounded by White rural and Appalachian culture in their hometown,
although there occasionally surfaced reminders that they came to rural Appalachia from
Asia, through symbols and celebrations in their homes. The challenges of race seemed
outside their daily concerns although ironically there were disturbing, racial incidents
occurring in their lives in the community and school as well. Despite this, the lives of
TRAAs were framed positively by all participants, with little acknowledgement of
challenges or possible futures. The data characterized the TRAAs protected within the
rural idyll and cast urban areas as the source of problems and challenges, even when the
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TRAAs were directly or indirectly affected by racism in their own backyards. All their
lives they have been told, “You are one of us.” Being viewed as White had many
benefits locally. These benefits, based on other TRAAs’ experiences, will not bear out in
the future. Many rurally raised TRAAs counter this idea once they leave the confines of
their rural community (Kilgore, 2014, 2015).
The families I studied loved their children and were proud that they were in
honors classes. Parents spoke of few negative interactions about race and when they did
occur, they often happened to other people’s children, yet prolonged conversations
revealed racism towards their daughters, often seen as an outside force from urban areas
pushing into the protected community space. The parents seemed to think that college
would be a springboard into the wider world for their daughters; because they would
likely be surrounded by diversity at college that would be their opportunity to transition
away from their more homogenous rural and Appalachian settings. In turn, at least one of
the daughters seemed to tolerate rather than resist their families’ framings of race and
community; they mentioned leaving the community for college yet likely returning
How Did Educators Support TRAAs?
TRAAs seemed to disappear within the larger racial narrative within the
community; in other words, they generally were not uniquely supported as TRAAs yet
educators spoke highly of them as individuals. Their socially constructed “White”
identities were reinforced and their birth cultures deferred and neglected as educators
focused all of their strengths and energies on the “deficits” of “outsider” students. These
outsiders were students who arrived in the mountains from Baltimore or other cities and
were referred to as “the outside coming in.” In this community “outside” was coded
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language for African American and Latino/a students. Those teachers who see racism
originating in this small community and not from the outside as an issue are also at a loss
for decisive action other than reporting it to administration for comments such as, “We
burn niggers here.” When I mentioned that it was a person from the area that was the root
of unwanted racism, it was dismissed as their ignorance for not being colorblind. This
ignorance perspective is not specific to rural Appalachia:
Geye Hamby, superintendent of Buford City Schools in Georgia, was
caught on tape talking about killing ‘niggers”…School districts’
spokesperson and President Trump portray these incidents as isolated
events, the work of a few overzealous, culturally insensitive but ‘good’
teachers, students, and community members. Mainstream society uses the
‘few bad apples’ argument, which misdiagnoses the systemic and
ideological production of race itself which is squarely centered in White
Supremacy. (p. 38)
Why is it that good people, good adults, and good kids are committing these
hateful acts? If conquering ignorance is the job of education, then why is this still an
issue? The answer is the infiltration and ongoing support of a White Supremacy culture.
White Supremacy culture is the dominance of White power and White positioning in
schools, even Black schools because crucially, at this time period, social justice policies
and procedures are limited, neglected or not existent, nor are they being propagated in
teacher preparation as necessary (Ladson-Billings,1995, 2000; Juárez & Hayes, 2010).
The flipside of this story isn’t that these teachers are all racists wanting to harm their
students of color. These are kind teachers, who want the best for their students, all
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students. Institutionalized racism affects them too, for most without their knowledge.
How to bring about this realization is a question, but a bigger question is how to bring
that change to benefit not only TRAAs but all students.
Whiteness All Around
Several effects related to Whiteness appeared in my study. The most prominent
two were first the positioning of White supremacy in schools and secondly, the silencing
or lack of construction of a third space in which TRAAs have voice. White supremacy,
according to researchers (Love, 2019; Tanner 2018), permeates society and ergo
education. It is rooted in its systems and blinds the overwhelming majority of White
teachers in schools. It surrounds their beings. Being raised in such a system, it has
become an invisible influence in White culture to the point that some Whites view
themselves as the victims of invisible prejudice when race or White privilege is brought
up. Harsher yet, as a result of this influence and their position of dominance, teachers do
not speak of race in the classroom including their own race and its effect on their students
of color. This was shown through my interviews with teachers. Again, I believe this is not
because of intent but blinders of this system covering White culture’s eyes.
For all members of this study there seemed to be opportunities for growth around
racial awareness and change so that all community members might come together and
face racial challenges. Yet teachers and administrators continue to hold on to Whiteness
as “an invisible shield” that blocks the realities of what they are doing in their
classrooms. Without talking with students of color, they really never know what is
happening in students’ lives. This recognition and promotion of students’ heterogeneity is
a precedent for third space. Actively and intentionally co-constructing a third space to
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listen allows concerns to be recognized, but also gives voice to people of color (Bertrand,
2014). Educational policies continue to minimize issues that are occurring in rural,
Appalachian areas. Examples previously shared include cultural events such as festivals
or food, that still place difference as exotic and other. State policies have been written in
a blanket manner and some local policies ignore the small, growing populations of
students of color in Appalachia. In January 2019, the state of Maryland made a change in
policy from “Education that is Multicultural” to “Educational Equity.” This is a
significant change as it both promotes equity in education but also states the promotion of
social/emotional well-being, along with characteristics to be addressed but not limited to
the following: Ability (cognitive, social/emotional, and physical); Ethnicity; Family
structure; Gender identity and expression; Language; National origin; Nationality; Race;
Religion; Sexual orientation; and Socio-economic status (Maryland State Board of
Education, 2020). At the current time, there has been no significant change in local board
policy that I have been able to find in Peak County documents in response to state policy.
In Chapter Four, I unpacked the key findings of the study based on my fieldwork
in Peak County. To summarize, the loss of identity for students of color and TRAAs in
particular can cause confusion for them. TRAAs within the community benefit in some
ways due to their position in White families. They don’t stand out and they conformed to
the dominant White culture in this study. Challenges from outside the community seem to
force these students to recognize realities about themselves and the world around them.
TRAAs in the study were Asian American with no tie to their Asian Culture other than
the “postcard culture” they have been surrounded with. They have few, if any, racial
mirrors to support them and of those racial mirrors, most are also TRAAs. They have
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become “invisible Asians” (Park Nelson, 2016). The rural and Appalachian community
seems to provide them support while other students of color seemed to be objects of
direct racism. Microaggressions were viewed by TRAAs as harmless or beneath their
dignity to address. Third space in this community seemed to be silenced because the
space of Whiteness was being constructed instead of a hybrid space that sought to meld
TRAAs’ birth culture with the rural and Appalachian culture and other complex cultural
contexts of the community and adoptive families.
Conversely, the inability to see color or recognize their culture also stunted
teachers’ perspectives and their abilities to join in the creation of a third space for growth
for TRAAs. This, along with viewing TRAAs as being “saved” or “blessed” by adoption
promotes a deficit view of these students as a whole because it positions their birth
culture as deficient in relation to the American “way of life.” The inability to see color in
front of them is distinctly racist and a mark of the world of White fragility that surrounds
them (Burke, et al., 2017; DiAngelo, 2018). Thinking it is a good thing not to see race
only perpetuates the notion that Brown/Black is bad and White is good (DiAngelo, 2018).
This disrupts the ability of these teachers to make true connections with students (Hines,
2016). I would argue that both of these ideas contribute to an educational system that
does not promote recognizing Funds of Knowledge and the opportunities to bridge
cultures as described in Chapter Two of this dissertation (Esteban-Guitart, 2014;
González, et al. 2005; Levy, 2008, Moll, 1992).
Constantly throughout this dissertation research, I was told about the “nice kids”
from Peak County. These “nice kids” who are predominantly White and middle class are
victims in an undeclared race, as are TRAAs and students of color. The inability—of both
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nice kids and the adults in this study—to talk about race or recognize their own
racialization put them at odds with the “outside world” even when that outside world
pushed into the wealthier lake region of the county each summer, or transferred from
Baltimore to the residential treatment facility before transitioning to Peak County
Schools.
Implications
Theoretical Implications
The findings from this project pointed to the need for a more contextualized
understanding of third space theory, one that is not only constructed by students, families,
and teachers. Instead, time, memory, and embodied trauma are aspects of TRAAs’ lives
that contribute to opportunities for constructing and bridging between multiple worlds.
Thus, these elements should be included when conceptualizing third space production.
When considering the role of the rural and Appalachian place, additional layers of social
constructionism such as summer populations shifting in and out, the positioning of the
rural community in relation to dangerous “urban” places, and outsiders were aspects that
influenced and ultimately seemed to limit opportunities for creating hybrid spaces in
practice. Therefore, this dissertation speaks to the need for more nuanced examples,
discussions and ultimately conceptual models that take into account more particularized
understandings of these processes for TRAAs in rural Appalachia.
Another important conceptual idea addressed in this dissertation was the model
minority stereotype common in communities and thought to affect people with Asian
phenotypes and names, specifically that they are inherently high performers, musically
gifted, and mathematically astute (Chai & Weseley, 2017; O’Connor, Hill, & Robinson,
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2009). Before starting the research, I expected to see how racism impacted the lives and
education of TRAAs and in turn how their families were affected by Whiteness in the
surrounding community and how they suffered, resisted and perhaps even fought back
against these harmful stereotypes. I expected to see a “third space” of students’ and
families’ dialogue established in the home where racism and inequality was specifically
addressed. Instead, I saw and heard from parents, the students themselves and their
educators about how unaffected they were by the fact of being TRAAs. Indeed, they were
positioned as White to the extreme that they were said to “look White” and “not look
Asian”. The two girls studied were examples of how the model minority stereotype was
performed a bit differently by TRAAs and their families and communities in rural
Appalachia. Indeed, it seemed as if they had been “whitewashed” (Chevalier, 2016;
Norris, n.d.; Pyke & Dang 2003). The girls live very “White” lives knowing very little
about their birth culture or how being Asian American has affected or might affect them.
In the goal of fitting into rural and Appalachian America, they seemed to lack knowledge
of the cultural and historical context of being Asian American. Therefore, this study
brought forward a deeper understanding of the strength of the model minority stereotype
and adds to the literature on this phenomenon. Indeed, the findings indicate that model
minority stereotypes can become deeply embodied by birth families and TRAAs such
that they used the stereotype when naming themselves and seemed unable to step back
and reflect critically on their positioning relative to the stereotype. This finding has
important implications for educational practices, which I discuss a bit later in this
chapter.
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Another important implication related to the model minority stereotype is the
ways in which it was taken to a new level to include understandings not only of cognitive
and artistic prowess, but also a hierarchical positioning of phenotype such that the
TRAAs in one case did not “look Asian” but rather blended in with the birth families’
looks. The practice and positions of adoption having a Whitening effect are complicated
to unpack. Did the participants mean that adoption was “meant to be” in a religious sense,
such that God chose an Asian child for the family who ironically would not have fit well
in Asia with their White looks? Or did the participants believe that their daughter looked
White because they saw that as a kind of added value not unlike the Asian caricatures in
Mulan, or even the performance makeup of the Japanese geisha; in other words was there
a gendered component to the Whitening effect? Was “looking White” a protective,
psychological move socialized in families to protect them from the pain of stares and
racial insults in a community not used to racial diversity? This process found in the study
calls for additional research to examine whether this is a more common phenomenon as
well as the meanings behind it, and what they might reveal to help us better understand
the model minority stereotype and its effects on TRAAs and other Asian people.
Methodological Implications
I expected that my interviews and meetings with the two TRAA students would
reveal a world similar to that which my daughter has shared with me; although
continually changing and growing, we work together to create—as much as possible—a
“third space” for her as a TRAA. The two students I interviewed did not seem to have
this space and conceptualized their identities differently than EunAe seems to. However,
I am not certain even though I spent a good amount of time with the girls, met with their
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families, did a thorough review of the literature and collected and analyzed multiple data
sources, that there is not something that I missed.
At this point, I wonder if perhaps my line of questioning about their identities and
particularly the roles of race and birth culture needed to be more direct and sustained.
Perhaps the ages of my selected students were too young—perhaps it was too difficult for
them to process what has going on in their lives. Were they too comfortable where they
were, did they feel too accepted relative to other students of color in their community to
address instances of being rejected because of race and/or adoption? Was it true that they
were just “light” enough in skin color to blend in compared to students from White racial
backgrounds? Did the combination of being Asian and adopted by White parents mark
them as less than Asian and more than adopted; in other words, more “normal?”
Qualitative research methodologies and particularly interviewing techniques have been
used over many years to help support understandings of identities and differences
(Freitas, Oliveira, Jenkins & Popjoy, 1998; Harf, Skandrani, Sibeoni, Pontvert, RevahLevy & Moro, 2003). In future research on TRAAs, it might be important to further
develop interview techniques and other methods such as autobiography, photovoice, filmmaking, etc. to probe into these types of questions more deeply and with a broader group
of TRAAs in Appalachia as well as other cultural contexts.
The complexities of identity and the challenges they entail for TRAAs, their
families, other students of color and the educators who try their best to educate them
within a challenging context are often exacerbated by policies that lack a complex,
intersectional approach to the issues that students face.
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Policy Implications
Love (2019) has stated that, “Policy agendas devoid of intersectionality do not
allow questions and dialogues that reflect the lives of the people who will be impacted by
policy” (p. 6). Intersectionality, as defined in Chapter Two of this dissertation, is the
interconnected nature of social categorizations such as race, class, and gender as they
apply to a given individual or group, regarded as creating overlapping and interdependent
systems of discrimination or disadvantage. When investigating school policies on race
both locally and statewide, I found that very little was written about race other than the
edict to not discriminate. For example, Peak County Schools seek to “sustain a culture of
excellence” and “prepare students for an ever-changing world” as well as to pay
“particular attention” to families with “limited English proficiency” or those who are of
“any racial or ethnic minority background.” None of the state nor local school policy
documents, however, identifies race as an area for which practices need to change. There
are statements about racial equity but no plans nor trends to acknowledge the
complexities of racial identities such as TRAAs and their families, nor to deal with the
ability to talk about race in schools.
In the world of TRAAs, suicide and physical/verbal abuse are far too
common (Akos & Ellis, 2009; Lee, 2003) but they are nowhere addressed in
policy. By limiting our policies to isolated, singular viewpoints such as a booklet
on LGBTQ+ and a separate booklet on conduct, for example, policies divide
children and families into groups rather than view children and adults as
multifaceted, complex individuals. Policy “chunking” also creates the inability to
address students’ and families’ intersecting realities and compartmentalizes
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concerns into check off boxes. All of this prohibits possibilities for collaboratively
creating third spaces for TRAAs and for disrupting stereotypes such as the model
minority. For TRAAs in Peak County, their intersectionality occurs in some
obvious ways and some not so obvious ways. First, they are both adopted and
Asian. They have come from trauma whether it is recognized or not. Other
adoptees may be low income, students of color, and/or gender nonconforming.
But the “boxing” of adoptees into categories allows policy to say it is addressing
the whole child while actually only “fixing” one issue. This directly affects all
students and creates complex challenges for the community and for schooling.
Implications for Practice
Becoming stronger schools. The second research question of this dissertation is
about how I, as a teacher-scholar in this district, might address the challenges that
educators may face related to supporting TRAAs at school. After spending nearly two
years working on this dissertation project and digging more deeply than I ever thought I
might around what makes this district tick, I have generated a plan for supporting change
and growth towards more racially just knowledge, attitudes, and practices in schools.
Peak County Schools are situated in a very giving community. It a community
that has challenges of classism and racism. All of the study participants, including
myself, are members of the community and I believe that we all seek to have a strong
community. Given the findings presented in Chapter Four of this dissertation, an
important conceptual move for educators is to step away from status quo strategies such
as putting TRAAs on a pedestal, silencing their differences, or even “saving” them.
Instead, based on my framework of moving towards third space construction and
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troubling the model minority stereotype, I reflected on ways in which to actualize the
ideal, “There is only a village, a community, and a goal: protecting children’s potential”
(Love, 2019, pp. 82-83).
Making schools stronger in the face of racism is a critical idea. How that is to be
done is rooted in the caring and relationships that occur within the school system. As
evidenced by the number of years staff is retained, Peak County teachers know not only
the current students but the families that these students come from. Many have taught
multiple generations of students from the same family. What hasn’t changed is the
necessity of providing a better education to support the acceptance and thriving for all
students. Love (2019) calls this an abolitionist approach. Many other writers describe the
same process of change without giving it a name (Dell'Angelo, 2014; Gay, 2000, 2008,
2013; Gonzalez, 2017; Gorski, & Swalwell, 2015; Herrera, 2016; Landsman, Salcedo,
R& Gorski, 2015). All seem to agree that the most important step to be made is within
White teachers themselves.
When the Brown vs. Board of Education (1954) decision introduced
desegregation into the American lexicon, deep losses occurred for African American
communities. Formerly attending schools where the teachers were Black and understood
the families’ culture, Black students were then thrust into new formerly all-White
schools. This generated further misunderstanding and distrust. This case, for the most
part, took away Black students’ connections and pride in themselves by taking some of
the very people away from them that instilled values, their Black teachers. A similar
occurrence happened with Native Americans in the Indian Schools. Neither of these new
places valued their students nor brought their funds of knowledge into the classroom;
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White knowledge was valued as best. Unfortunately, this has continued today, but not
because White teachers intentionally propagate this idea. Instead, they fail to recognize
its existence. So the first step in making better schools for all children is to recognize this
issue and talk of the history and issues surrounding our students about race. The next step
is to find the value in all our students based on the funds of knowledge they bring to
school every day.
My research has provided insights from both the experiences of students, families,
teachers and administrators in Peak County, my own reflections, and a steady review of
the literature to develop a set of ideas related to how we might better support TRAAs and
other students of color. One of the first steps is for White teachers to learn to speak of
color without fear. We might identify White Supremacy and the affordances it gives us as
a community despite the poverty that encompasses the area. Not being able to speak with
conviction and knowledge maintains the bonds that hold all children back from reaching
their potential. By creating these blankets of “model minorities,” an opposite effect of
anti-Blackness occurs: we judge and order skin shades from light to dark. Thoughts of
how to do this in practice with real colleagues have confounded my thoughts. How does
one get the people who most need to talk about race and specifically Whiteness into a
position to be willing to talk race in a White-dominant area? How do you make teachers
want to know more? They need to understand the importance and intricacies of race and
racism and how they affect us all. This includes how our concepts of “White” unfairly
give Whites advantages and take the souls of our students. Offering professional
development to current teachers is one way to start.
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Starting with the volunteers who gave such open answers as to what was going on
in their schools may be one answer. Small groups of White teachers might be led in
thought-provoking conversations based on the results of this study. Questions such as
“Does sending students to the office solve the issue of name calling?” or “Do we have a
responsibility to address race in the classroom?” need to be addressed. But before these
questions are unpacked, perhaps a basic question of “How comfortable do you feel
talking about race in the classroom?” should be asked. Discussions of TRAAs and their
issues of identity, race and gender could be included. Most important would be the
discussion of White culture. By taking away the word “privilege” from the conversation,
Whites from this poor area may be more open to the conversation itself. I know from
other previous conversations about race in my district that one simple word can stop all
meaningful progress. Whites in poor areas can have a very difficult time relating to how
they have privilege when they are trying to survive day to day, which is often witnessed
of the students and families in our area. Unpacking Whiteness could be a slow process
with many bumps in the road. By using the funds of knowledge from the group, the same
practice we should be using with our students, this knowledge will be easier to construct
together. Gorski (2012) provided, an unexpected example of unpacking Whiteness from
my area in his article “Complicating ‘White Privilege’: Race, Poverty, and the Nature of
the Knapsack.” In this article he spoke of his grandmother growing up in a town that lies
about twelve miles from my home. His grandmother grew up during time of coal mining
and racism in this area. Gorski also spoke of how poverty was never discussed as part of
the problem when talking of racism. Many of our teachers are the children of coal miners
who became teachers to move out of that industry. We have had teachers in Peak County
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that have tried to incorporate this history in their classroom. One elementary school has
embraced it as a fund of knowledge and has built curriculum on it. Other elementary
schools are following that example, although it is less widespread at the secondary level.
We know that poverty continues to have impact on the lives of our students and
the power that wealthier visitors and residents have in the area. In teacher focus group
discussions we spoke of the behavior curriculum that is used in Peak County Schools,
called Second Step. It, along with many of our literature books, are missing images of
kids that are like the children in Peak County. The characters tend to be all Black or all
White depending on the resource. There are not books depicting White rural Appalachian
kids and there are not materials depicting TRAAs, nor are there resources that depict the
mix of students in our schools. This shuts the students down. It is not culturally
responsive. They don’t see kids like themselves, they see “others.” Teachers grapple with
how to incorporate culturally responsive teaching in their classrooms by individually
searching for racial, demographic mirrors but they are unsuccessful. At a recent book
selection meeting for English/Language Arts, I spoke with the publisher’s representative.
I informed them that the textbooks and novels cover much diversity but our students see
nothing that represent them. The representative asked, “And what would that be?” My
response was, “Poor, White, Appalachian kids”. She had never heard of that
demographic. I bring up this example and Gorski’s (2012) example to make it clear that
to reach my demographic we may need to unpack our Appalachian Whiteness as we
bring in our TRAAs’ concerns. Empathy for self could led to empathy for others. It also
would give credence to the value of social justice and restorative education.
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I hope that this same process might be completed with administrators as well. By
healing the administrators it is hoped that they also might support teachers so the teachers
can support and grow with students. Administrators and teachers need to use their
positionality as well as their discourse to promote positive change. By meeting in small
groups, recognizing our own intersectionality of race, religion, gender, etc. we can more
fully recognize the inherent funds of knowledge in our students. We can work to change
policies that focus on singularities to address the whole person and not just a part.
This approach is different than what it might be in urban areas. It is different
specifically because we are small, we are rural, and we have low racial diversity. Just
because we are small does not mean we do not have to address bias. Our TRAAs and all
of our students have funds of knowledge that we can use to help with these changes. We
need the skills to develop third spaces that promote racial and intersectional justice.
Changing practices. Teaching has been increasingly difficult in the
current context of pressure from policies centering standards based education and
the inherent testing regimes. However, education is not only a science as
standards based proponents would hold. It is both a science and an art. Teachers’
minds are for more than instrumental tasks and checklists. They are, as Love
(2019) states, an act of heart for students bound in deep listening and care; this is
not about specific strategies or techniques often taught in professional
development workshops, but rather a shift in consciousness, philosophy, and
practice. It is about weaving together students, selves, and subjects.
Perhaps the most basic ways to address these issues come down to two. The first
is getting teachers to know themselves, their strengths, their biases and their views. The
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second is getting teachers to know their students (Cantrell & Cantrell, 2003; Scherer,
2003). These seem like a clichés but are crucial for change in classrooms. I see the
classroom as a crucial space for the construction of third space that also can bridge to
homes and communities in support of intersectional identity development. TRAAs come
to class with a multitude of hidden strengths, as do all students. By maximizing and
valuing those strengths, all students’ potential may be realized.
Initiating a sea change in thinking requires starting with teachers’ strengths rather
than their knowledge gaps so that they feel a sense of efficacy and hope related to these
changes. They also must see how the changes are necessary and how they affect them
personally. Creating opportunities for deep and ongoing professional development that
allows teachers to talk about their benefits as White teachers and how to use those
strengths to also find the strengths and promote access to all students of color could be
one way. Helping teachers to realize that this is a lifelong journey that they have the skills
to accomplish and become an ally to TRAAs and other marginalized groups within the
school system. Finally, allowing teachers in the schools develop the curricular ideas to
support all students in their classroom with their current curriculums by identifying what
are the important areas that need to change specifically at their school and how to make
students active participants.
Professional development. Establishing professional development that is focused
on White privilege is often not beneficial to change and action. Often a turn off for White
participants and not a call to action, it can result in little or no change in the environments
of students or participants, even with good intentions. Instead, a more fruitful approach
would be a race-visible approach. Race-visible approaches presume complicated
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understandings of race-evasive and race-visible White identities and call on educators to
“openly embrace the promise and pitfalls in the complex relationship between raceevasion and race-visibility when designing teaching and learning about Whiteness”
(Tanner, 2018, p. 4).
This is how I would like to approach professional development with teachers.
First, I would like to have conversations with small cohorts of White teachers on being
White. I would like to use some of the videos available from the Whiteness Project
website (Dow, 2016) to spark these conversations and recognitions of what it means to be
White in America. I would next like to expand their knowledge of American history
through writers and media producers who are people of color and/or TRAAs. Some of
these include writers such as Geneva Gay and Tobias Hübinette as well as media
produced by Shelby Redfield Kilgore. This would allow the participants to hear multiracial voices, yet not make these minorities responsible for all the knowledge in the room.
This would bring out more conversations about race and the importance of talking about
race. In small groups, teachers will feel less vulnerable and willing to speak up about
their feelings on the topic of Whiteness. “Teachers need to be taught how to question
Whiteness and White Supremacy, how to check and deal with their White emotions of
guilt and anger, and how these all impact their classrooms” (Love, 2019, p. 75). Use of
video from the whitenessproject.org would extend the conversation and encourage
participants to share their feelings. All teachers would be able to bring their own
experiences and suggestions for change into the classroom. By making teachers more
comfortable talking about race it would also be projected into the classroom. If teachers
are more comfortable in the classroom with race, then there will be more conversations
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with students and less reliance on the administration to solve these problems. As with
students of any age, when teachers take ownership of their learning it leads to greater
understanding of the issues and a willingness to learn and change to occur.
I think it is also worthwhile to revisit and discuss the diversity of families that are
now in our schools with faculty. Perhaps having panels of willing parents from diverse
backgrounds to come and talk to teachers about their families and answer questions
would be useful (Norris, 2010). By conducting these informational presentations,
teachers and parents can become more aware of how the voices of families might add to
their classrooms. Teachers in this study tended to agree with this approach too and see
only benefits. For example, James who was a participant in the high school focus group
believed in the power of listening as a way to “reach that student” who may need extra
support. Morgan, another high school teacher who participated in the focus group, said
that, “The more information that we have as educators either about a specific student or
group of students can never hurt us. It’s only going to benefit us.” Yet another high
school focus group member, Kelly, said that it would be “very proactive” for parents to
contribute ideas about the needs of their children. Because the teachers do have
thoughtful ideas that might be brought together and actualized in order to contribute to
third space development, their partnership would be crucial to promoting positive
changes. The same opportunities might be cultivated amongst the middle school teachers,
who might meet together with the high school teachers to hear their ideas and perhaps
gain inspiration.
I would also like to work with the local high school theater teacher to construct a
workshop for White high school students. This was something that was discussed by
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Turner (2018) who himself worked to replicate parts of the Whiteness Project with White
high school students. His students evaluated their school’s mission statement and this
critical evaluation helped them to become more aware of their race and its position in
learning. Then they worked to engage the community in this discussion through theater.
The connections with theater makes this a safe space, a third space, for student voices on
race to be heard also.
Limitations
A major limitation of this study is the small number of TRAAs participating. Only
two representatives were available since in this small rural and Appalachian community,
these were only these TRAAs attending in addition to my daughter. It is not appropriate
to make generalizations to a broader group based solely on their responses. But this does
not mean that it was not worthwhile to attempt the study, as the findings point to
processes that may transfer to similar settings or may provide readers with the
opportunity to reflect more deeply on their own settings. This is true especially because it
was found that the narratives of TRAAs are intertwined in certain respects not only with
the rural and Appalachian community, but with their peers of color even when these
peers have had very different trajectories than the TRAAs.
Future Research
This study was initiated in part because there was no research on TRAAs in rural
and Appalachian communities. To my knowledge, it is the first study of its kind and there
is much opportunity to expand on this study. Future research might branch out to more
nearby rural and Appalachian schools to see if the results and interpretations are similar.
Specifically looking for how space and positionality work or don’t work together to
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benefit TRAAs and other students of color is likely an important issue across Appalachia,
given the changing demographics noted in this study.
Another future direction of research would be to follow up with these two specific
TRAAs in young adulthood. This would allow me to track their accomplishments,
challenges, and lived realities in the future as they reflect back on their middle and high
school years. Looking at the general population of TRAAs in colleges and universities in
rural Appalachia would also be an important area of study, as these students might better
be able to articulate their experiences and the roles of K-12 education in their journeys.
One final direction of study would be to address families with TRAAs in this
community that have chosen to homeschool their students and how that affects identity,
education and whiteness in those students’ lives. This might be an important area of study
because through experience, I have noted that is a popular school form amongst TRAAs
specifically and it stands to reason given the homeschooling literature that diversity is an
important component shaping these choices (Apple, 2006; Sherfinski, 2014; Sherfinski &
Chesanko, 2016).
More research is also needed on teacher education. Broadening the interview base
of teachers in the area study to those who have taught TRAAs throughout the years could
add to the base of knowledge. Specific studies that relate to the context of Whiteness in
rural Appalachia could result in better teacher practices and support better student
outcomes; this might have a positive effect on the communities. The ability for teachers
to talk about race and its effects on themselves, their students, and the surrounding
community is vital for this success.
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The final focus that could be beneficial for expanding upon this topic would be
how policy and power in Appalachia affect minorities in rural and Appalachian schools.
Throughout the research, it was reflected back to me that those in charge of local and/or
state policies don’t seem to deal with the realities in the classroom. “Down state”—
otherwise known as the State Department of Education—designed policies with urban
schools in mind. As shown in this study, these policies did not always transfer well to the
rural and Appalachian context of the part of the state in which Peak County was located.
Therefore, it is important to continue to research the relationships between policies and
practices in order to better understand how to fashion policies that align with the needs
and realities of all communities.
Conclusion
In conclusion, this study has exposed a gap between secondary education and the
realities of racism specifically in the lives of TRAAs living in rural Appalachia. It has
revealed that Whiteness and the inherent and related privileges, power, and positions
influence the thinking of students, parents, teachers and administrators in this rural and
Appalachian community. It has also found that developing third spaces that support all
students’ funds of knowledge and the uniqueness of TRAAs and all students of color is
an important goal. Furthermore, this topic is multifaceted and as such must continue to be
addressed not only through confronting race and privilege but through understanding
from an intersectional perspective multiple identities including the roles of transnational
and transracial adoption and trauma and the impacts that these have on TRAAs. It also
supports the need to create third spaces that recognize this intersectionality.
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Student Questionnaire
Name:

1. What gender do you consider yourself?

2. What is your age?

3. What race do you consider yourself to be?
a) White/Caucasian

c) Asian

e) Mixed race

b) Black/African Am.

d) Hispanic

f) Other

4. What grade are you currently in?
5. What extra-curricular activities do you participate in? (Please list)

6. What school activities/classes are your favorites? (Please list)
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7. Do you have any favorite family activities? (Please list)

8. What are some of the cultural events you have participated in? (ex. Maple Sugar
Festival, Lunar New Year)
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Parent Questionnaire
You are not obligated to answer any question on this questionnaire.
Parents NamesParent Completing the survey
Your ageAge of parent not completing this survey What race do you consider yourself to be?

a)
White/Caucasian

c) Asian

e) Mixed
race

b)
Black/African
Am.

d)
Hispanic

f) Other

What is your highest educational level?

a) Grade school/

c) Some college/

e) Undergraduate

g) Graduate/

junior high

technical school

college degree

professional

b) High school/GED

d) Associate degree

f)

work

or technical diploma

How old were you when you adopted your childOther parent’s age at adoption-

How old was your child upon arrival to the United States?
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a) Newborn to six
months old

b) Six months to 12
months old

183

c) 12 months to 24
months old (1 - 2
yrs old)

d) Two to five
years old

What age is your child now?
What gender is your child?

What race do you consider your child to be?
a) White/Caucasian

c) Asian

e) Mixed race

b) Black/African Am.

d) Hispanic

f) Other

Country of BirthHow many people live in your child's current household (including you)?
a) Two

b) Three to five

c) Six to eight

d) More than eight

Siblings (both those that live in the household and do not)
How many _________ #brothers
#parents.

_________ #sisters

_________

How many adopted members of your family?

From which country/ies?

17. What is the yearly income (approximately) for the household where your child lives?
a) Less than $
30,000
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c) $60,000-90,000

d) Over $90,000
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Does your child have health concerns that effect he/she educationally?
a)

Yes

b)

No

List some favorite family activities:

List any activities that your child regularly participates in:

23. Please list any cultural activities have you attended with your child?

Please list any activities that as a family are directly linked to your child’s race or
ethnicity.
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Teacher Questionnaire

1. What gender do you consider yourself?

2. What is your age?

3. What race do you consider yourself to be?
a) White/Caucasian

c) Asian

e) Mixed race

b) Black/African Am.

d) Hispanic

f) Other

4. What is your highest educational certification level? (Circle all that apply)
a) Undergraduate
degree

b) Master’s
Degree

d) Doctorate
Degree

e) National
Board
Certified

c) Master’s +30

5. How long have you been teaching?

How long in your present position6. What grades and topics have you taught during your career?

7. What grade and subject to you presently teach?
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8. How long have you been teaching in your present position?

9 What kind of diversity is present in your classes?
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Administrator Questionnaire

1. What gender do you consider yourself?

2. What is your age?

3. What race do you consider yourself to be?
a) White/Caucasian

c) Asian

e) Mixed race

b) Black/African Am.

d) Hispanic

f) Other

4. What is your highest educational certification level? (Circle all that apply)
a) Undergraduate
degree

b) Master’s
Degree

d) Doctorate
Degree

e) National
Board
Certified

c) Master’s +30

5. What is your highest administrator level?
a) Admin I

b) Admin II

How long have you been an administrator?
How long in your present position?
6. What teaching experience have you had prior to becoming an administrator?

9. What kind of diversity is present in your school?
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Have you notice changes in the diversity of your school?

What examples of the children dealing with diversity can you share?
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Appendix B
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Student Interview Questions
Interview 1: Family/community relationship and support
1. You have mentioned on the questionnaire that you are involved in
____________________. How long have you been involved in this activity?
What do you like most about being able to participate in this activity?
2. You mentioned you have participated in ________________ (cultural event/s). What
did you like or dislike about these events?
3. I see you and your parent/s do _______________ regularly. Do you enjoy this
activity? Why or why not?
4. When you are out with your parents do most people in the community recognize you
and your family? How do you feel when people don’t connect you with your parents,
that you look different from them?
5. What does “being supported” look like to you?
6. Have you been back to __________________(birth country)? Would you like to go
back? Why or why not?
Interview 2: School relationships and support
1. Your favorite class is __________ . Why?
2. What is your least favorite class? Why is that class your least favorite?
3. How has being Asian affected you in school? Can you describe one or more of those
situations?
4. What type of strategies do you have on hand to deal with comments or situations that
make you uncomfortable?
5. Where do these instances happen? Were there any adults around that saw what
happened? What did they do?
6. Have teachers asked you questions about where you're from, if you speak another
language? How did/would that make you feel?
7. What kind of changes would you like to see in school, that deal with race?
8. What school activities do you participate in? Have you developed good friendships
from these activities?
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Interview 3: Peer Relationship and support
1. Do you have any friends who are Asian? Are any local? What types of things do you
talk about? Does race ever come up? Do you have a particular instance you can describe
about a discussion you had with your Asian friend?
2. Your friends who are not Asian, do you feel particularly close to any of them? Have
you ever had any talks about being Asian and adopted? What have been their reactions to
this?
3. Do you ever watch or listen to _____________ (birth culture) movies, music,
youtubers, books, etc? If you do, do you have any favorites?
4. What do you think about living here in Peak County? Do you like it, not like it, why?
5. What type of place do you picture yourself living in the future, rural, urban? Why?
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Parent Interview Questions
1. You have mentioned ______________________ cultural activities that you have or
are attending? Why do you choose to attend these activities?
2. What are some activities you have participated in that are directly linked to your
child’s race or culture?
3. What types of activities do you do to incorporate your child’s birth culture?
3. What are some difficult topics that you have felt that you needed to discuss with your
child?
4. What was their response to you your discussion?
5. Are there discussions or activities that you have to empower your child? Could you
describe one example?
6. Has your child ever mentioned an uncomfortable situation that happened in school?
How did you handle it with your child?
7. What are some good things that are going on in the schools that you feel support your
child?
8. What are some examples of activities or situations that you have heard of that have
happened around school that you feel have not supported your child?
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Teacher Interview Questions
1. You have mentioned that you have seen diversity in your classroom. How has this
diversity changed your classroom?
2. How have students reacted to the diversity in their classrooms? Please describe.
3. Do you think it is advantageous or disadvantageous for a child of color to live in Peak
County? Can you provide more information on that answer?
4. You have had Asian or Transnationally adopted Asian students in your classroom.
Can you describe any situations that you felt that child might have been uncomfortable or
needed support?
5. In what ways do you think teachers can help TRAA child become comfortable in an
uncomfortable situation?
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Administrator Questions
1. You have stated that you have been an administrator for ________ years. What
changes have you seen in the race population at your school?
2. Do you think it is advantageous or disadvantageous for a child of color to live in Peak
County? ? Can you provide more information on that answer?
3. Have you dealt with situations that involve race or ethnicity? Would you please
describe one or more of these instances?
4. How do you handle racism administratively in this school?
5. Do you think teachers need training in this predominately white school in dealing with
race? How would you like to see this happen?
6. Do Caucasian students need more information about Caucasian/white culture? Could
you explain that more for me with examples?
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Focus Group Questions
1. Do you think it is advantageous or disadvantageous for a child of color to live in Peak
County? Can you provide more information on that answer?
2. Can any of you recall any instances of when race was the cause of any problems at this
school?
3. How are teachers trained to talk about race in the classroom? Should teachers be
trained to talk about race?
4. I am going to relay a situation that has happened to a TRAA in a school situation, not
this school or even a school in this county. What are some strategies that you think the
teacher could implement to make this child, and all children of color, feel more
comfortable in school/classroom in this situation?
5. Do you think the fact that the county is 97% white effects the people of color in this
school?
6. What would you like to know about TRAAs?
7. What strategies could be implemented in the school to work with transnationally
adopted students from Asia?
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